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ABSTRACT 

Since passage of Oregon's Death with Dignity Act (Oregon Right to Die, 1994), 

recormnendations have been needed for the role of psychologists in legal assisted-suicide. 

Guidelines have been outiined (Werth & Gordon, 1998; Werth, Benjamin, & Farrenkopf, 

2000), but psychologists' awareness of them has been uncertain. Of 75 licensed Oregon 

psychologists surveyed, generally less than half indicated recommended instmments for 

depression, hopelessness, and competency assessment. Participants appeared almost 

equally divided in their emphasis of psychological over physical criteria in the assessment 

of Major Depressive Disorder. Importance ratings of laws significantly predicted 

participants' willingness to participate in assisted-suicide assessment. Finally, the 

majority of participants believed that physicians find their recommendations less than or 

equal to "Very" important. 
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CHAPTER I 

PSYCHOLOGISTS' VIEWS ON RATIONAL SUICIDE 

ASSESSMENT OF THE TERMINALLY-ILL 

The available literature on rational suicide, physician-assisted suicide, or hastened 

death is in the early stages of development. Literature on rational suicide can be found in 

various fields including medical, legal, and mental health. Since the passage of Oregon's 

Death with Dignity Act in 1994, rational suicide or assisted-suicide has become a real > 

possibility for qualifying terminally-ill patients in the state of Oregon (Oregon Right to 

Die, 1994). The Oregon act allows physicians to prescribe a lethal medication to patients 

who have qualified under the assisted-suicide law. As part of the qualification process, 

physicians may refer the terminally-ill patient to a mental health professional for 

evaluation. This evaluation is mainly to determine the capacity of the patient for rational 

decision-making. To date, empirically supported guidelines for this psychological 

evaluation have been lacking (Valente, 1994; Werth & Holdwick, 2000). Therefore, 

research on mental health related issues in assisted-suicide is urgently needed. 

Researchers have strongly recommended the involvement of mental health 

professionals in the assisted-suicide assessment process (Farberman, 1997; Haley, Larson, 

Kasl-Godley, Neimeyer, & Kilos, 2003; Kleespies, 2004; Rosenfeld, 2004; Werth & 

Holdwick, 2000). Assessment guidelines, provided for psychologists by Werth, 

Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) and Werth and Gordon (1998), have been outlined and 



supported by other researchers (Kleespies, 2004). However, awareness of these guidelines 

among psychologists is uncertain. The current study investigated psychologists' 

awareness of instruments, recommended in the above guidelines, for assisted-suicide 

assessment. Psychologists' suggestions for instmment modifications, to add specificity to 

the assessment, were also examined. Licensed Oregon psychologists were asked to 

indicate instruments, and any related modifications, they would use to assess depression, 

hopelessness, £ind competency in a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Other psychological aspects of the assisted-suicide process were also explored through a 

mail-out survey 

Some guidelines for the assessment of depression in the terminally ill appear 

contradictory with regards to the emphasis of physical versus psychological criteria. 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) and Van Loon (1999) underscore the tendency of the 

elderly and people belonging to certain cultures to report more physical than 

psychological symptoms of depression. This would seem to indicate that physical 

symptoms of depression should not be underestimated. However, physical symptoms of 

depression, such as fatigue and weight loss, are not uncommon in the terminally-ill. This 

would seem to indicate that physical symptoms of depression should be de-emphasized in 

the assessment of terminally-ill patients. The current study investigated participants' 

differential emphasis of physical and psychological criteria for Major Depressive 

Disorder. Participants were generally expected to emphasize psychological criteria more 



and physical criteria less for a terminally-ill patient. However, several exceptions to this 

general hypothesis were predicted. 

The psychological criteria of suicidal ideation was hypothesized to be emphasized 

less along with the physical criteria of Major Depressive Disorder. This was predicted in 

light of a warning by Rosenfeld (2000) against using suicidal ideation as just another 

criteria for depression in the terminally-ill. h is possible tiiat a terminally-ill patient could 

contemplate rational suicide outside of any significant influence of depression. 

A second exception to the general emphasis of psychological over physical criteria 

of Major Depressive Disorder involved a general medical condition. The physical criteria 

of a general medical condition was hypothesized to be emphasized more, along with 

psychological criteria, due to the terminal illness of the patient. 

An additional deviation, fi-om the general expectation of psychological criteria 

emphasized more than physical criteria, involves consideration of the age of a patient. 

Consideration of an elderly patient was expected to lead to a greater emphasis of physical 

criteria compared to the criteria emphasized for a non-elderly patient. This is consistent 

with the previously mentioned research of Galbraith and Dobson (2000) and Van Loon 

(1999). 

Assessment of hopelessness in the terminally-ill is emerging as independent from 

depression assessment. Breitbart et al. (2000) and Neimeyer (2000), indicate the need for 

reinterpretation of hopelessness, separate from depression, in the case of a terminally-ill 

patient. Neimeyer suggested a view of hopelessness as a realistic fiiture orientation 



instead of a cognitive distortion in the terminally-ill. Breitbart et al., along with Ganzini, 

Silveira, and Johnston (2002) and Jones, Huggins, Rydall, and Rodin (2003), have found 

hopelessness to be independent fi'om and stronger than depression in relation to desire for 

hastened death. Therefore, hopelessness was hypothesized to be interpreted differently in 

the case of a terminally-ill patient versus a non-terminally ill patient. 

As previously mentioned, many researchers emphasize the importance of mental 

health professionals' involvement with terminally-ill patients applying for legal assisted-

suicide. Peruzzi, Canapary, and Bonger (1996) and Lee et al. (1996) highlight physicians' 

lack of confidence in their ability to diagnose depression in patients. Lo (1995) also 

indicates that physicians are lacking in their utilization of mental health consultation. The 

current study investigated the views of psychologists on consultation, between 

psychologists and physicians, in the assisted suicide assessment process. Specifically, it 

was hypothesized that participants would believe physicians find their recommendations 

generally less than "Very" important. Importance ratings were based on a Likert scale 

from 1 "Not at all" to 5 "Exfremely." 

In addition to providing evaluation and consultation for patients applying for 

assisted-suicide, psychologists may also occupy the role of therapist with these patients. 

Several researchers have discouraged mental health professionals from acting in dual 

roles as therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator (Farrenkopf & Bryan, 1999; Galbraith & 

Dobson, 2000; Werth et al., 2000; Zaubler & Sullivan, 1996). However, other researchers 

recommend a more long term relationship with suicidal patients (Valente, 1994). The 



current study explored participants' level of comfort with psychologists as both therapist 

and assisted-suicide evaluator. Participants were also asked to rate their comfort with the 

role of psychologists as one of the major decision makers in patients' access to assisted-

suicide. Comfort ratings were indicated on a scale from 1 "Very Uncomfortable" to 5 

"Very Comfortable." 

Various researchers (Bongar, 2002; DiPasquale & Gluck, 2001; Jamison, S., 

1997; Werth & Gordon, 1998; Werth & Liddle, 1994) have indicated that laws, ethical 

codes, and personal values are important factors to consider in psychotherapists' attitudes 

toward assisted-suicide. For example, a psychologist's awareness of his or her own 

personal values regarding assisted-suicide is needed to avoid improper therapeutic 

interventions based on personal bias (DiPasquale & Gluck). The current study used a 

logistic regression to explore any relationships between the importance ratings of laws, 

ethical standards, and personal values and participants' willingness to participate in 

assisted-suicide assessment. 

Research discussed by Rosenfeld (2000) and Werth and Holdwick (2000) has 

indicated that factors such as religion and level of activity in an organized church of some 

kind are related to health care professionals' attitudes toward assisted-suicide. Among 

medical professionals, Portenoy et al. (1997) found that non-Catholics and people with 

weaker religious beliefs were more supportive of assisted-suicide than Catholics and 

people with stronger religious beliefs. The current study also compared Catholics and 

those more active in an organized church of some kind with non-Catholics and people 



less active in a church. It was predicted that Catholicism and greater church activity 

would be related to a lower importance rating of laws and a higher importance rating of 

personal values in assisted-suicide assessment. Participants' importance ratings of ethical 

standards were also explored. 

A final exploratory hypothesis in the current study involved several previously 

mentioned factors. Psychologists' views on consultation and choice of instmments in 

assisted-suicide assessment were hypothesized to vary according to their work setting. 

Specifically, psychologists working in a medical setting were expected to differ from 

psychologists working in a non-medical setting in their views on consultation and 

instrument choice. This hypothesis was formed to explore the potential impact of work 

setting on the assisted-suicide assessment process. Feim and Ganzini (1999), as well as 

Werth and Liddle (1994), explored factors impacting psychologists' views on assisted-

suicide. The authors noted but did not investigate the work setting of mental health 

professionals. Differences in the patients served in medical versus non-medical settings 

could impact psychologists' choices of instruments in assisted-suicide assessment. Also, 

views on consultation could reasonably be expected to vary due to differences in 

psychologists' work experiences with physicians in medical versus non-medical settings. 

The current study explored psychologists' views on clinical, ethical, legal, 

practical, and professional issues facing practitioners who deal with legal assisted-suicide 

in the state of Oregon. A survey was constmcted, based on the existing literature, to 

collect both qualitative and quantitative data. An overall goal in this study was to explore 



psychologists' awareness of existing recommendations for working with patients who are 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. The present study also attempted to gather 

information which could add specificity to assisted-suicide assessment recommendations. 

The study investigated psychologists' awareness of recommended guidelines for 

instruments to use in assisted-suicide assessment. Inquiries regarding instmments were 

divided into the following three assessment categories: depression, hopelessness, and 

competency. The impact of laws, personal values, and ethical standards, as well as a 

patient's diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder, were also explored with regards to 

assisted-suicide assessment. Psychologists' views on their roles, including consultation, 

in the assisted-suicide process were explored. Finally, various demographic factors such 

as religion and work setting were considered in relation to different aspects of the 

assisted-suicide process. A more extensive review of the literature on rational suicide can 

be found in Appendix D. 

Hypotheses 

I. As reviewed by Rosenfeld (2000), Catholics and those more active in an 

organized church of some kind are less accepting of assisted suicide than non-Catholics 

and those less active in a church. Therefore, it was hypothesized that psychologists who 

are Catholics and those more active in an organized church of some kind will find the law 

less important and personal values more important, in assessing a patient applying for 

assisted suicide, compared to non-Catholics and those less active in a church. The 

indicated importance of ethical standards was also explored. 



II. As recommended by Werth and Holdwick (2000) and Werth, Benjamin, and 

Farrenkopf (2000), certain assessment instmments were expected to be chosen for 

assessing depression in patients who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Examples include an interview. Beck Depression Inventory, Schedule for Affective 

Disorders and Schizophrenia, Chicago Multiscale Depression Inventory, Reasons for 

Living Inventory, Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders, Hamilton Rating Scale 

for Depression, Geriatric Depression Scale, and Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale. 

III. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), the Beck 

Hopelessness Scale and an interview were hypothesized to be instruments that 

participants would choose to assess hopelessness in patients who are contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. 

IV. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), certain 

assessment instruments were expected to be chosen for assessing competency in patients 

who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. Examples include: interview, 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition, Mini Mental Status Exam, MacArthur 

Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment, and Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam. 

V. As recommended by Neimeyer (2000), hopelessness was hypothesized to be 

interpreted differently for patients contemplating potentially rational suicide compared to 

patients contemplating non-rational suicide. Specifically, hopelessness may be interpreted 

as a realistic view of the fiiture instead of as an indicator of pessimism or cognitive 

distortions (Neimeyer). Modifications, omissions, or reinterpretations of instruments were 



explored for three assessment categories: hopelessness, depression, and competency. Any 

indicated instmment changes, for the assessment of patients contemplating potentially 

rational suicide, were examined. 

VI. As recommended by Van Loon (1999), less emphasis on physical DSM-IV 

criteria for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and more emphasis on psychological 

symptoms were hypothesized to be preferred in the assessment of people contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. There were several predicted exceptions to this hypothesis. 

As suggested by Rosenfeld (2000), the psychological symptom A9 regarding suicidal 

ideation was hypothesized to be emphasized less due to the patient's potentially rational 

contemplation of suicide. Given that patients were terminally ill, the physical symptom 

Criterion D, regarding the presence of a general medical condition, was hypothesized to 

be emphasized more. 

VII. As indicated by Galbraith and Dobson (2000), elderly people may indicate 

more physical symptoms of depression compared to psychological symptoms. Therefore, 

it was hypothesized that consideration of an elderly patient would lead mental health 

professionals to greater consideration of physical DSM-IV criteria, in assessing for Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD), compared to non-elderly patients. 

VIII. Given Peruzzi's, Canapary's, and Bongar's (1996) review of some research 

indicating that physicians do not utilize the recommendations of consultants, it was 

hypothesized that respondents would feel physicians find their recommendations 

generally less than "Very" important. 



Exploratory Hypotheses 

IX. Researchers, such as Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), recommend 

that psychologists avoid dual roles as therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator for a 

patient. However, researchers, like Valente (1994), recommend a more long-term 

relationship with patients, which could lead to more of a dual-role relationship. 

Psychologists' comfort with the dual role of therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator was 

examined. 

X. The varying impact of laws, ethics codes, and personal values on 

psychotherapists' decisions to participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process are 

suggested by researchers such as Werth and Liddle (1994). The importance of these 

factors in psychologists' decisions to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide 

process was explored. 

XI. It seems reasonable that psychologists working in a medical setting may differ 

from psychologists working in a non-medical setting in their awareness of and views on 

assisted-suicide issues. Therefore, relationships among participants' work settings, choice 

of assessment instruments, and views on consultation were explored. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

Participants 

Participants were 75 licensed psychologists in the state of Oregon who volvmtarily 

participated in the study. A directory of licensed Oregon psychologists was obtained from 

the Board of Psychologist Examiners, 3218 Pringle Road SE, Suite 130, Salem, Oregon 

97302-6309. A random sample of 400 participants was initially selected from the 

directory and mailed questionnaires in July 2002. A random sample of 100 additional 

participants was selected and mailed questionnaires in August 2002. Participants not 

residing in the state of Oregon were excluded. Twenty-six questionnaires were retumed 

with incorrect addresses. Of these 26 questioimaires, 13 were re-mailed to updated 

addresses, 10 were not re-mailed due to the inability to obtain updated addresses, one was 

not re-mailed due to the updated address being out-of-state, and the remaining two were 

not re-mailed due to lack of funds. Thus, the total number of mailed questioimahes was 

487. In October 2002, the total number of retumed questionnaires was 83 out of 487. Of 

the 83 questionnaires, six indicated a declination to participate. Therefore, of the 500 

originally-mailed questioimaires, 75 were correctly and fiiUy completed, which is 15% of 

the original 500. The gender, ethnicity, religious affiliation, mental health degree, years 

since graduation, specialty, and professional work setting of the participants were 

assessed (see Appendix A). Participants were not compensated for their participation. 
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Materials 

A questionnaire (see Appendix A) was used to examine participants' approaches 

to the assessment of relevant professional, ethical, legal, practical, and 

psychopathological (e.g., assessment of depression, competency, hopelessness) issues 

with people contemplating potentially rational suicide. A definition of rational suicide 

was provided to participants. This was an abbreviated definition of rational suicide based 

on a definition provided as follows by Werth and Cobia (1995) (as cited in Werth & 

Holdwick, 2000, p. 520): 

The person considering suicide has an unremitting "hopeless" condition. Hopeless 
conditions include, but are not necessarily limited to, terminal illnesses, 
severe physical and/or psychological pain, physically or mentally 
debilitating and/or deteriorating conditions, or quality of life no longer 
acceptable to the individual. 

The person makes the decision as a free choice (i.e., is not pressured by others to 
choose suicide). 

The person has engaged in a sound decision-making process. This process should 
include the following: 

Consultation with a mental health professional who can make an 
assessment of mental competence (which would include the 
absence of treatable major depression) 

Nonimpulsive consideration of all alternatives 
Consideration of the congmence of the act with one's personal values 
Consideration of the impact on significant others 
Consultation with objective others (e.g., medical and religious 
professionals) and with significant others, (p. 520) 

Questionnaire items included open ended questions as well as questions requiring 

responses on Likert-type scales. The importance of various issues was rated on a scale 

from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Extremely). The comfort with several issues was rated on a scale 

from 1 (Very Uncomfortable) to 5 (Very Comfortable). 

12 



The questionnaire was developed from a review of the literature, which indicated 

factors potentially and significanfly impacting attitudes toward rational suicide. These 

factors were further investigated through the questionnaire. Attitudes toward debated 

psychologist roles in assisted-suicide were explored. Psychologists' awareness of existing 

guidelines, for the assessment of patients contemplating potentially rational suicide, was 

examined. Differing recommendations and interpretations in this assessment process were 

also examined. 

Participants were asked to sign a consent form (see Appendix B) which indicated 

that their questiormaire would be separated from the consent form upon receipt. This 

served to ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of participants' responses. Approval of 

the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board was obtained before data collection 

began. 

Procedures 

A list of licensed psychologists and their mailing addresses was obtained from the 

Board of Psychologist Examiners for the state of Oregon. Licensed mental health 

professionals residing in the state of Oregon were mailed a cover letter (see Appendix C), 

consent form, questiormaire, and postage-paid retum envelope. The questiormaire 

instmcted the participants to indicate their responses to the items by marking a given 

response and/or by writing in their answer. They were also informed that their responses 

would remain confidential, and if they did not wish to answer a question, they could 

13 



proceed to the next item. Participants were not sent reminders to fill out the questiormaire 

due to a lack of fronds. 

Participants mailed completed consent forms and questioimaires to the Texas 

Tech Psychology Department in the single envelope provided. Upon receipt, consent 

forms and questionnaires were separated to insure anonymity and confidentiality. All data 

were kept in a locked file cabinet in a locked lab, and were only available to the 

investigators. 

Responses to subjective and open-ended questionnaire items were coded by the 

investigator and a second rater. The coding system was based on the investigator's 

evaluation of all questionnaire responses which were subsequently grouped into nine 

categories. The second rater, a 4*-year psychology graduate student, was presented the 

category titles in alphabetical order along with the relevant data. Interrater reliability was 

satisfactory with a minimum of 88.1% agreement. 

Hypotheses 

I. As reviewed by Rosenfeld (2000), Catholics and those more active in an 

organized church of some kind are less accepting of assisted-suicide than non-Catholics 

and those less active in a church. Therefore, it was hypothesized that psychologists who 

are Catholics and those more active in an organized church of some kind will find the law 

less important and personal values more important, in assessing a patient applying for 

assisted suicide, compared to non-Catholics and those less active in a church. The 

indicated importance of ethical standards was also explored. 

14 



II. As recommended by Werth and Holdwick (2000) and Werth, Benjamin, and 

Farrenkopf (2000), certain assessment instmments were expected to be chosen for 

assessing depression in patients who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Examples include an interview, Beck Depression Inventory, Schedule for Affective 

Disorders and Schizophrenia, Chicago Multiscale Depression Inventory, Reasons for 

Living Inventory, Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders, Hamilton Rating Scale 

for Depression, Geriatric Depression Scale, and Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale. 

III. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), the Beck 

Hopelessness Scale and an interview were hypothesized to be instruments that 

participants would choose to assess hopelessness in patients who are contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. 

IV. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), certain 

assessment instruments were expected to be chosen for assessing competency in patients 

who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. Examples include: interview, 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition, Mini Mental Status Exam, MacArthur 

Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment, and Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam. 

V. As recommended by Neimeyer (2000), hopelessness was hypothesized to be 

interpreted differently for patients contemplating potentially rational suicide compared to 

patients contemplating non-rational suicide. Specifically, hopelessness may be interpreted 

as a realistic view of the future instead of as an indicator of pessimism or cognitive 

distortions (Neimeyer). Modifications, omissions, or reinterpretations of instruments were 

15 



explored for three assessment categories: hopelessness, depression, and competency. Any 

indicated instrument changes, for the assessment of patients contemplating potentially 

rational suicide, were examined. 

VI. As recommended by Van Loon (1999), less emphasis on physical DSM-IV 

criteria for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and more emphasis on psychological 

symptoms were hypothesized to be preferred in the assessment of people contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. There were several predicted exceptions to this hypothesis. 

As suggested by Rosenfeld (2000), the psychological symptom A9 regarding suicidal 

ideation was hypothesized to be emphasized less due to the patient's potentially rational 

contemplation of suicide. Given that patients were terminally ill, the physical symptom 

Criterion D, regarding the presence of a general medical condition, was hypothesized to 

be emphasized more. 

VII. As indicated by Galbraith and Dobson (2000), elderly people may indicate 

more physical symptoms of depression compared to psychological symptoms. Therefore, 

it was hypothesized that consideration of an elderly patient would lead mental health 

professionals to greater consideration of physical DSM-IV criteria, in assessing for Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD), compared to non-elderly patients. 

VIII. Given Pemzzi's, Canapary's, and Bongar's (1996) review of some research 

indicating that physicians do not utilize the recommendations of consultants, it was 

hypothesized that respondents would feel physicians find their recommendations 

generally less than "Very" important. 

16 



Exploratory Hypotheses 

IX. Researchers, such as Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), recommend 

that psychologists avoid dual roles as therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator for a 

patient. However, researchers, like Valente (1994), recommend a more long-term 

relationship with patients, which could lead to more of a dual-role relationship. 

Psychologists' comfort with the dual role of therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator was 

examined. 

X. The varying impact of laws, ethics codes, and personal values on 

psychotherapists' decisions to participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process are 

suggested by researchers such as Werth and Liddle (1994). The importance of these 

factors in psychologists' decisions to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide 

process was explored. 

XI. It seems reasonable that psychologists working in a medical setting may differ 

from psychologists working in a non-medical setting in their awareness of and views on 

assisted-suicide issues. Therefore, relationships among participants' work settings, choice 

of assessment instruments, and views on consultation were explored. 

Data Analyses 

A. Analyses of variance were performed at an alpha level of 0.05 to determine: 1) 

the main effects of Catholic versus non-Catholic religious affiliation on the indicated 

importance of each of the following: laws, personal values, and ethical standards; 2) the 

main effects of active versus inactive church attendance on the indicated importance of 

17 



each of the following: laws, personal values, and ethical standards; and 3) any 

interactions between Catholic versus non-Catholic religious affiliation and active versus 

inactive church attendance effecting each of the following: laws, personal values, and 

ethical standards. The alpha level of 0.05 was not adjusted for inflated Type I errors due 

to a greater concem for Type II errors in this exploratory study. 

B. Frequencies were calculated for each instrument listed by participants for the 

assessment of depression, hopelessness, and competency. Instruments listed for each of 

these three issues were grouped into categories. Instmments were categorized as: 

recommended for the issue, non-recommended but related to the issue, or non-

recommended and not related to the issue. 

C. Descriptive statistics (i.e., frequencies, means, standard deviations) were 

calculated for each modification, omission, and reinterpretation of instruments or 

interview questions used to assess for depression, hopelessness, or competency in patients 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. The suggested modifications, omissions, and 

reinterpretations were qualitatively categorized by two judges. Interrater reliability was 

assessed with a percentage agreement for each category. 

D. Frequencies were calculated for physical versus psychological symptoms under 

more versus less emphasis in the assessment for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). 

Physical symptoms, or symptoms hypothesized to be emphasized less, were identified as 

symptoms A3 through A6 and A9 for Major Depressive Episode (APA, 1994). 
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Psychological symptoms, or symptoms hypothesized to be emphasized more, were 

identified as symptoms Al, A2, A7, A8, D, and E (APA, 1994). 

E. Frequencies were calculated for "yes" and "no" responses to the following two 

questions: "[for patients ages 18-64]...would you emphasize some [MDD] criteria over 

others?" and "If the patient being assessed was elderly, would your response to the above 

be different?". Analyses of variance, at an alpha level of 0.05, were performed on the 

"yes" answer explanations which generally consisted of listings of physical versus 

psychological symptoms under more versus less emphasis. Physical and psychological 

symptoms were identified as indicated in analysis D. Analyses of variance were 

performed to determine: 1) the main effects of elderly versus non-elderly age status on the 

indicated quantities of physical and psychological symptoms under more emphasis; 2) 

any interaction between age status and symptom type on quantity of symptoms indicated; 

3) the main effects of elderly versus non-elderly age status on the indicated quantities of 

physical and psychological symptoms under less emphasis; and 4) any interactions 

between age status and symptom type on quantity of symptoms indicated under more or 

less emphasis. 

F. Frequencies were calculated for each of five importance level ratings, for the 

way consulted psychologists believe physicians rate their mental health 

recommendations. A Chi-Square test was performed to determine whether or not there 

was a significant, non-random pattem of responding among the importance level ratings. 

A matched samples t-test was also performed to determine if the mean of the indicated 
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importance of consultation between a physician and a mental health professional was 

significantly different from the mean of the indicated importance of mental health 

professionals' recommendations to physicians. 

Exploratory Hypotheses 

G. Descriptive statistics (i.e. means, standard deviations, frequencies) were 

calculated for each of the five comfort levels with the dual role of therapist and assisted-

suicide evaluator. 

H. A logistic regression analysis (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999) was performed to 

determine if the indicated importance of laws, personal values, and ethical standards was 

predictive of participants' choices to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide 

assessment process. Frequencies were also calculated for the indicated importance of 

laws, personal values, and ethical standards by participants choosing to participate or not 

participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process. 

I. Descriptive statistics (i.e. means, standard deviations, frequencies) were 

calculated for the number of recommended versus non-recommended instmments chosen 

by participants working in non-medical versus medical settings. A t-test was performed to 

compare the number of recommended instmments indicated by participants working in 

non-medical versus medical settings. Descriptive statistics (i.e. means, standard 

deviations, frequencies) were also calculated for participants' indicated importance of 

consultation, between a physician and a mental health professional, and the importance of 

their recommendations to a physician. T-tests were performed to compare indications of 
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consultation and recommendation importance by participants working in non-medical 

versus medical settings. 

Due to the controversial topic of rational suicide investigated in this study special 

consideration was paid to informed consent, confidentiality, and data security. 

Participants were asked to sign a consent form and retum it with their completed 

questionnaire. Signed consent forms were separated from anonymous questionnaires to 

insure anonymity and confidentiality. All data was kept in a locked lab, and was only 

available to the investigators. Participants were informed that their responses would 

remain confidential. Approval of the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board 

was obtained before data collection began. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

Sample Characteristics 

A total of 500 questionnaires were sent to licensed psychologists residing in the 

state of Oregon. Of the 500 questionnaires, 10 were retumed with the correct address 

imavailable. Three other retumed questionnaires were not re-mailed due to lack of funds 

or the potential recipient currently residing outside the state of Oregon. Subsequently, 487 

questionnaires were effectively sent to potential participants. The retum rate was 17%, 

with 83 questioimaires being retumed by participants. Of these 83 questionnaires, 75 

were completed, 2 had only one side completed, and 6 declined to participate in the study. 

Therefore, of the 500 originally-mailed questioimaires, 75 were correctly and fully 

completed. This is a 15% retum rate from the original 500 questionnaires. All available 

data was used in the following data analyses. This includes demographic information 

indicated by participants on the eight incomplete questionnaires. 

Gender was identified on 79 out of the 83 questionnaires. The female to male ratio 

was close to equal with 40 female and 39 male participants. In response to "Highest 

degree eamed in a mental health field," 78 participants provided three major responses: 

Ph.D., Psy.D., and Ed.D.. A Ph.D. was indicated by 62 participants, and a Psy.D. was 

indicated by 15 participants. One participant indicated Ed.D.. The 75 total responses to 

"Years since graduation" were grouped into five categories: less than 10 years, 11 to 20 
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years, 21 to 30 years, 31 to 40 years, and over 40 years. Less than 10 years since 

graduation was indicated by 17 participants. The 11 to 20 year range was indicated by 27 

participants. The 21 to 30 year range was indicated by 25 participants. The 31 to 40 year 

range was indicated by 5 participants, and one participant indicated over 40 years. A total 

of 67 participants provided responses to the request for "Current work setting." A medical 

setting was indicated by 14 participants, and a non-medical setting was indicated by 53 

participants. 

In response to "Ethnic/minority groups with which you identify," 78 participants 

responded in four major categories: Anglo (white), Asian-American, African-American, 

and other. Anglo (white) was indicated by 69 participants. Asian-American was indicated 

by 3 participants, and one participant indicated African-American. The remaining 5 

participants indicated other identifications. In response to "Religious groups with which 

you identify," 78 participants responded in seven categories: Agnostic/Atheist, Buddhist, 

Catholic, Jewish, Protestant, Spiritual (but not religious), and other. Additionally, 70 

participants provided responses to "How frequently do you attend an organized church of 

some kind?." These responses fell in four categories: at least once a week, at least once a 

month, several times a year, and rarely or never. A majority of participants (36) 

responded "Rarely or never." Table 1 lists the frequencies, percentages, and cvimulative 

percentages of responses conceming identified religious groups as well as attendance at 

an organized church of some kind. All tables are in numerical order at the end of the 

results section. 
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In summary, the sample was predominantly Anglo (white), Ph.D. psychologists 

who were 11 to 30 years post-graduation. They were about equal in gender representation. 

Most of them were working in a non-medical setting and indicated they rarely or never 

attended a church of some kind. Finally, participants' religious identifications fell most 

frequently under the category of spiritual (but not religious). This was closely followed by 

Protestant, Agnostic/Atheist, and other. 

Capacity Assumption 

Participants were asked "In assessing a patient applying for assisted-suicide, 

would you begin with the assumption that the patient does not have or has the capacity for 

a rational decision-making process?." In response to this question, 7 participants 

indicated "Does not have," 55 indicated "Has," and four indicated "Neither." When 

subsequently asked "Would a patient history of MDD [Major Depressive Disorder] 

change your initial assumption?," 22 participants responded "No," 33 responded "Yes," 

and 4 responded "Maybe." Table 2 provides totals for all responses to each of the 

preceding two questions as well as totals for various combinations of responses to both 

questions. In summary, most participants indicated they would assume the patient has the 

capacity for a rational decision-making process. Most of these participants, 30 out of 55, 

indicated that a patient history of MDD would change their initial assumption of capacity. 

Responses to the question, "How many patients have you treated who have 

contemplated potentially rational suicide?,^' were grouped into the following six 

categories: none, 1 to 5 patients, 6 to 10 patients, 11 to 15 patients, 16 to 20 patients, and 
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more than 20 patients. Out of 71 total participant responses, 46 participants indicated 

none; and 19 participants indicated 1 to 5 patients. The categories of 6 to 10 and 11 to 15 

patients were each indicated by one participant. The categories of 16 to 20 and more than 

20 patients were each indicated by 2 participants. In summary, the majority of participants 

indicated they have not treated any patients who have contemplated potentially rational 

suicide. A notable minority, however, indicated they have treated between one and five 

such patients. 

Catholic Identification 

Hypothesis I was stated as follows. As reviewed by Rosenfeld (2000), Catholics 

and those more active in an organized church of some kind are less accepting of assisted-

suicide than non-Catholics and those less active in a church. Therefore, it was 

hypothesized that psychologists who are Catholics and those more active in an organized 

church of some kind would find the law less important and personal values more 

important, in assessing a patient applying for assisted-suicide, compared to non-Catholics 

and those less active in a church. The indicated importance of ethical standards was also 

explored. 

Due to an extremely small sample of Catholic participants, who had provided 

importance ratings («=6), there was insufficient power to detect significant relationships 

with an ANOVA. Appendix E contains the results of the proposed ANOVA for this 

hypothesis. 
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Decision Rules for Hypotheses II through IV 

For the second, third, and fourth hypotheses, several mles were used for 

identifying instruments. If a participant indicated only the term "Beck," the instmment 

was assumed to be the Beck Depression Inventory. Participant responses of "symptom 

checklist" and "SCL-90-R" were grouped together. Participant responses indicating 

"Mental Status Exam" and "Mini Mental Status Exam" were grouped together. Various 

forms of the same instmment were grouped together including: Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale, Wechsler Memory Scale, Millon Clinical Muhiaxial Inventory, 

Minnesota Muhiphasic Personality Inventory, and Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression. 

Depression Instruments 

Hypothesis II was stated as follows. As recommended by Werth and Holdwick 

(2000) and Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), certain assessment instruments were 

expected to be chosen for assessing depression in patients who are contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. Examples include an interview. Beck Depression Inventory, 

Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia, Chicago Multiscale Depression 

Inventory, Reasons for Living Inventory, Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders, 

Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, Geriatric Depression Scale, and Brief Psychiatric 

Rating Scale. 

Recommended 

For the second hypothesis, frequencies were calculated for three categories of 

instmments: 1) recommended depression instruments, 2) non-recommended (depression-) 
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related instruments, and 3) non-recommended non-(depression) related instmments. For 

the first category, participants {n = 62) indicated 5 out of 9 recommended instmments 

including: 1) Beck Depression Inventory (BDI); 2) interview; 3) Hamilton Rating Scale 

for Depression (HRSD); 4) Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS); 

and 5) Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS). The BDI was indicated by 43 out of the 62 

participants. An interview was indicated by 24 participants. The HRSD was indicated by 

5 participants. The SADS and the GDS were each indicated by 3 participants. Table 3 

lists depression assessments from most to least number of participants indicating each 

instrument, and it includes corresponding percentages. In summary, most participants 

indicated they would use the BDI and/or an interview to assess for depression in patients 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. However, approximately twice as many 

participants indicated the BDI as indicated an interview. 

Non-Recommended 

Participants indicated 17 non-recommended, related instmments including: 1) 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI); 2) Personality Assessment 

Inventory (PAI); 3) Rorschach; 4) Millon Clinical Muhiaxial Inventory (MCMI); 5) 

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT); 6) symptom checklist (SCL-90-R); 7) Depression 

Symptom Checklists (DSC); 8) Suicide Questionnaire (SQ); 9) Reynolds Adolescent 

Depression Scale (RADS); 10) Life Events Scale (LES); 11) Center for Epidemiological 

Studies Depression Scale (CES-D); 12) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders Fourth Edition (DSM-IV); 13) Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ); 14) Zung 
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Self-Rating Depression Scale (Zung); 15) Major Depression Inventory (MDI); 16) House-

Tree-Person Drawings (HTP); and 17) Incomplete Sentences Blank (ISB). The MMPI 

was indicated by 36 out of the 62 participants. The PAI and the Rorschach were each 

indicated by 7 participants. The MCMI was indicated by 5 participants. The TAT and 

SCL-90-R were each indicated by 3 participants. The remaining instmments were each 

indicated by one participant (see Table 3). In summary, the MMPI was the most 

commonly-indicated instrument falling in the category of non-recommended, related 

instruments used for depression assessment in patients contemplating potentially rational 

suicide. 

Non-Related 

Participants indicated seven non-recommended non-related instruments including: 

1) Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS); 2) Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE); 3) 

Wechsler Memory Scale-Ill (WMS-III); 4) Bender Visual-Motor Gestah Test (Bender); 

5) Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI); 6) Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS); and 7) dmg 

assessment (dmgs). The WAIS was indicated by four out of the 62 participants. The 

MMSE was indicated by two participants. The remaining instmments were each indicated 

by one participant (see Table 3). Four out of these seven instmments seem more 

indicative of competence assessment: WAIS, WMS-III, MMSE, and Bender. Also, one 

participant indicated "MASS-I" as an instmment for assessing depression in patients 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. The investigator was unable to identify the 

instrument indicated by this abbreviation. Therefore, "MASS-I" is not included in any of 
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the three categories indicated above for hypothesis II. In summary, the majority of 

assessments falling in the category of non-recommended, non-related instmments were 

associated with competency instead of depression. 

Hopelessness Instmments 

Hypothesis III was stated as follows. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and 

Farrenkopf (2000), the Beck Hopelessness Scale and an interview were hypothesized to 

be instmments that participants would choose to assess hopelessness in patients who are 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Recommended 

For the third hypothesis, frequencies were also calculated for three categories of 

instruments: 1) recommended hopelessness instmments; 2) non-recommended 

(hopelessness/ depression-) related instruments; and 3) non-recommended non-

(hopelessness/ depression) related instmments. For the first category, participants (n = 62) 

indicated 2 out of 2 recommended instruments including: 1) Beck Hopelessness Scale 

(BHS); and 2) interview. The BHS was indicated by 14 out of the 62 participants, and an 

interview was indicated by 26 of the participants. Table 4 lists the instmments indicated 

for hopelessness assessment from most to least number of participants indicating each 

instrument, and it includes corresponding percentages. In summary, both recommended 

instmments, the BHS and an interview, were commonly indicated for hopelessness 

assessment with patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 
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Non-Recommended 

Participants indicated 19 non-recormnended related instruments including: 1) 

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI); 2) Minnesota Multiphasic Personality hiventory 

(MMPI); 3) Rorschach; 4) Millon Clinical Muhiaxial hiventory (MCMf); 5) Personality 

Assessment Inventory (PAI); 6) Thematic Apperception Test (TAT); 7) Schedule for 

Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS); 8) Incomplete Sentences Blank (ISB); 9) 

Suicide Probability Scale (SPS); 10) symptom checklist (SCL-90-R); 11) Suicide 

Questionnaire (SQ); 12) Snyder Hope Scale (SHS); 13) Geriatric Depression Scale 

(GDS); 14) Beck Suicidal Ideation Scale (BSIS); 15) Comell Medical hidex 

Questionnaire (CMIQ); 16) Pleasant Events Scale (PES); 17) Hamilton Rating Scale for 

Depression (HRSD); 18) Major Depression Inventory (MDI); and 19) House-Tree-Person 

Drawings (HTP). The BDI was indicated by 21 out of the 62 participants. The MMPI was 

indicated by 17 participants. The Rorschach was indicated by 5 participants. The MCMI 

was indicated by 4 participants. The PAI and TAT were each indicated by 3 participants. 

The SADS, ISB, SPS, and SCL-90-R were each indicated by 2 participants. The 

remaining instmments were each indicated by one participant. Four of the above 

depression-related instruments have been recommended for assisted suicide assessment: 

BDI, SADS, GDS, and HRSD. However, they are not specific to hopelessness and are 

subsequently categorized as non-recommended for hopelessness assessment (see Table 

4). In summary, the BDI and MMPI were the most frequentiy indicated assessments 
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falling in the category of non-recommended, related instmments used to assess 

hopelessness in patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Non-Related 

Participants indicated seven non-recommended, non-related instruments 

including: 1) consultation; 2) referral; 3) Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE); 4) Wechsler 

Aduh Intelligence Scales (WAIS); 5) Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI); 6) Wechsler 

Memory Scale-lII (WMS-III); and 7) Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test (Bender). 

Consultation, referral, MMSE, and WAIS were each indicated by 3 out of the 62 

participants. The BAI was indicated by 2 participants. The WMS-III and Bender were 

each indicated by one participant. Four out of these seven instmments seem more 

indicative of competence assessment: MMSE, WAIS, WMS-III, and Bender. Also, one 

participant indicated "MASS-I" as an instrument for assessing hopelessness in patients 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. The investigator was unable to identify the 

instrument indicated by this abbreviation. Therefore, this instmment is not included in 

any of the three categories indicated above for hypothesis three (see Table 4). In 

summary, the majority of assessments falling in the category of non-recommended, non-

related instruments were associated with competency instead of hopelessness. 

Competency Instruments 

Hypothesis IV was stated as follows. As recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and 

Farrenkopf (2000), certain assessment instruments were expected to be chosen for 

assessing competency in patients who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. 
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Examples include: interview, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Third Edition, Mini 

Mental Status Exam, MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment, and 

Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam. 

Recommended 

For the fourth hypothesis, frequencies were also calculated for three categories of 

instruments: 1) recommended competency instruments; 2) non-recommended 

(competency-) related instmments; and 3) non-recommended non-(competency) related 

instmments. For the first category, participants (n = 58) indicated three out of five 

recommended instruments including: 1) interview; 2) Wechsler Aduh Intelligence Scales 

(WAIS); and 3) Mini Mental Status Exam (MMSE). Two other recommended 

instruments, MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment (MCATT) and 

Neurobehavioral Cognitive Status Exam (NCSE), were not mentioned by participants. An 

interview was indicated by 29 out of 58 participants. The WAIS was indicated by 26 

participants. The MMSE was indicated by 22 participants. Table 5 lists competency 

assessments from most to least number of participants indicating each instrument, and it 

includes corresponding percentages. In summary, most participants indicated they would 

use an interview, the WAIS, and/or the MMSE to assess for competency in patients 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Non-Recommended 

Participants indicated 11 non-recommended related instruments including: 1) 

general or neuropsychological battery of tests (battery); 2) Wechsler Memory Scale 
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(WMS); 3) Shipley histitute of Living Scale (Shipley); 4) cognitive competency exam; 5) 

Dementia Rating Scale (DRS); 6) Wide Range Intelligence Test (WRIT); 7) Bender 

Visual-Motor Gestah Test (Bender); 8) Cognistat; 9) Repeatable Battery for the 

Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS); 10) Luria-Nebraska 

Neuropsychological Battery (L-N); and 11) Competency Assessment Inventory (CAI). A 

battery was indicated by 9 out of 58 participants. The WMS was indicated by five 

participants. The remaining non-recommended competency-related instmments were each 

indicated by one participant (see Table 5). In summary, a battery of tests was the most 

frequently indicated assessment falling in the category of non-recommended, related 

instruments used to assess competency in patients contemplating potentially rational 

suicide. 

Non-Related 

Participants indicated twelve non-recommended, non-related instruments 

including: 1) Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI); 2) consultation; 3) 

referral; 4) Rorschach Inkblot Test (Rorschach); 5) "haven't given it any thought"; 6) 

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI); 4) Thematic Apperception Test (TAT); 5) Suicide 

Questionnaire (SQ); 6) Millon Clinical Muhiaxial Inventory (MCMI); 7) symptom 

checklist (SCL-90-R); 8) Vineland Behavioral Assessment (Vineland); and 9) activities 

of daily living (ADLs). The MMPI was indicated by 10 out of 58 participants. 

Consultation was indicated by 5 participants. Referral and the Rorschach were each 

indicated by 4 participants. The BDI, TAT, and "haven't given it any thought" were 
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indicated by 2 participants. The SQ, MCMI, SCL-90-R, Vineland, and ADLs were each 

indicated by one participant. Seven out of these twelve instmments seem more indicative 

of depression assessment: MMPI, Rorschach, BDI, TAT, SQ, MCMI, and SCL-90-R. 

Two of the instmments seem more indicative of behavioral assessment: Vineland and 

ADLs. The final three instmments seem to be other actions: consultation, referral, and 

'have not thought about it' (see Table 5). In summary, the majority of assessments falling 

in the category of non-recommended, non-related instruments were associated with 

depression instead of competency. 

Modifications 

Hypothesis V was stated as follows. As recommended by Neimeyer (2000), 

hopelessness was hypothesized to be interpreted differently for patients contemplating 

potentially rational suicide compared to patients contemplating non-rational suicide. 

Specifically, hopelessness may be interpreted as a realistic view of the future instead of as 

an indicator of pessimism or cognitive distortions (Neimeyer). Modifications, omissions, 

or reinterpretations of instruments were explored for three assessment categories: 

hopelessness, depression, and competency. Any indicated instmment changes, for the 

assessment of patients contemplating potentially rational suicide, were examined. 

For hypothesis V, 42 participants offered a response to the request for an 

explanation of any modifications, omissions, or reinterpretations they would make to 

instruments or interview questions in the assessment of patients contemplating potentially 

rational suicide. None of these responses indicated any specific modifications, omissions. 
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or reinterpretations with hopelessness instmments or interview questions. However, the 

experimenter created nine categories and five subcategories in which to group the 

participant responses. Portions of the same participant's response were allowed to appear 

in more than one category. 

The nine categories of participant responses include: 1) no modifications; 2) 

depression concems; 3) physical health concems; 4) referral; 5) consult; 6) interview; 7) 

multiple contacts with patient over time; 8) refuse to assess; and 9) miscellaneous 

comments. The experimenter created five subcategories, under the miscellaneous 

comments category, which include: 1) against assisted suicide law; 2) criticism of 

questionnaire; 3) instmment limitations; 4) against testing; and 5) testing necessary. A 

second rater, a 4* year psychology graduate student, was given these nine categories and 

five subcategories in alphabetical order and asked to group participant responses. The 

second rater added two additional categories: 1) obtain training in area; and 2) non-issue 

or non-expert, therefore unable to answer question. 

Interrater reliability was calculated for each category. For category one, the two 

raters matched 42 out of 42 participant responses for 100% agreement. The raters 

matched 41 out of 42 responses for 97.6% agreement in the following categories: 

categories two, three, and four; subcategories one and two; and additional category one. 

For category five and subcategory three, the raters matched 40 out of 42 responses for 

95.2% agreement. For subcategory four, the raters matched 39 out of 42 responses for 

92.9% agreement. For categories six and seven and subcategory five, the raters matched 
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38 out of 42 responses for 90.5% agreement. For category eight and additional category 

two, the raters matched 37 out of 42 participant responses for 88.1% agreement. Table 6 

lists the numbered participants whose responses each rater included under the various 

categories. The percentage agreement between the raters for each category of participant 

responses can also be found in Table 6. The two raters had at least 88.1% agreement on 

all categories of participant responses. This appears to be satisfactory interrater reliability. 

In summary, participants did not indicate any specific modifications, omissions, or 

reinterpretations of hopelessness, depression, or competency assessments. However, 

participants provided responses which fell into nine categories and five subcategories. A 

second rater created two additional categories. The two raters had a satisfactory interrater 

reliability of at least 88.1% agreement on all categorizations of participant responses. 

Major Depressive Disorder Criteria 

Hypothesis VI was stated as follows. As recommended by Van Loon (1999), less 

emphasis on physical DSM-IV criteria for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and more 

emphasis on psychological symptoms were hypothesized to be preferred in the 

assessment of people contemplating potentially rational suicide. There were several 

predicted exceptions to this hypothesis. As suggested by Rosenfeld (2000), the 

psychological symptom A9 regarding suicidal ideation was hypothesized to be 

emphasized less due to the patient's potentially rational contemplation of suicide. Given 

that patients were terminally ill, the physical symptom Criterion D, regarding the 

presence of a general medical condition, was hypothesized to be emphasized more. 
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Descriptive statistics indicated general support for the hypothesis that physical 

symptoms of MDD would be emphasized less and psychological symptoms would be 

emphasized more. For patients ages 18-64 years, 17 participants indicated physical 

criteria under less emphasis. Ten people listed physical criteria under more emphasis. For 

patients ages 65+, seven participants indicated physical criteria under less emphasis. Two 

people listed physical criteria under more emphasis. For patients ages 18-64 years, 31 

participants indicated psychological criteria under more emphasis. Five people listed 

psychological criteria under less emphasis. For patients ages 65+, nine participants 

indicated psychological criteria under more emphasis. Two people listed psychological 

criteria under less emphasis. Table 7 lists the number of participants indicating each of 

the physical and psychological criteria for MDD under more or less emphasis. 

Descriptive statistics indicated some support for the hypothesis that physical 

symptom Criterion D would be placed under more emphasis. For patients ages 18-64, five 

participants indicated they would emphasize the criterion more. None of the participants 

indicated they would emphasize the criterion less. For patients ages 65+, three 

participants indicated they would emphasize the criterion more. None of the participants 

indicated they would emphasize the criterion less (see Table 7). 

Descriptive statistics did not indicate support for one part of hypothesis six. The 

assertion that psychological symptom A9 would be emphasized less was not supported. 

For patients ages 18-64, eight participants {n = 53) indicated they would emphasize the 

criterion more. One participant indicated he or she would emphasize the criterion less. 
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For patients ages 65+, one participant (n = 59) indicated he or she would emphasize the 

criterion more. None of the participants indicated they would emphasize the criterion less 

(see Table 7). 

In summary, participants tended to emphasize psychological symptoms more and 

physical symptoms less in assessing a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Participants' were also consistent with hypothesis six in putting more emphasis on 

physical symptom D regarding the presence of a general medical condition. However, 

contrary to the hypothesis, psychological symptom A9 was emphasized more. 

In response to the question, "[for ages 18-64].. .would you emphasize some 

criteria over others?," 29 participants indicated "No" and 24 participants indicated "Yes." 

In response to the question, "If the patient being assessed was elderly [65+], would your 

response to the above be different?," 48 participants indicated "No" and 11 participants 

indicated "Yes." Table 8 provides totals for all Yes and No responses to each of the 

preceding two questions as well as totals for various combinations of responses to both 

questions. In summary, there was little difference between the nvimber of participants 

indicating they would or would not emphasize some criteria over others. A majority of 

participants indicated that their initial response would not change if they were assessing 

an elderly patient. 

MDD Elderly vs. Non-Elderly 

Hypothesis VII was stated as follows. As indicated by Galbraith and Dobson 

(2000), elderly people may indicate more physical symptoms of depression compared to 
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psychological symptoms. Therefore, it was hypothesized that consideration of an elderiy 

patient would lead mental health professionals to greater consideration of physical DSM-

IV criteria, in assessing for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), compared to non-elderly 

patients. 

Due to a low response rate to questions regarding an elderly patient and/or less 

emphasis of MDD criteria, there was insufficient power to detect significant relationships 

with ANOVAs. Appendix E contains the results of proposed ANOVAs for this 

hypothesis. 

In addition to indicating depression criteria, participants indicated many other 

depression-related factors under more or less emphasis. These additional factors were 

indicated in the depression assessment of a patient contemplating potentially rational 

suicide. For patients ages 18-64, participants indicated the following issues to emphasize 

more: hopelessness, course of depression, comorbid disorders, severity, and culture. 

Hopelessness was indicated by seven participants. The course of depression was indicated 

by five participants. Comorbid disorders were indicated by three participants. Severity 

and culture were each indicated by two participants. For patients ages 18-64, one 

participant indicated hopelessness as something they would emphasize less when 

assessing for depression. 

For patients ages 65+, four participants indicated different issues they would 

emphasize more when assessing depression. One participant stated, "May examine the 

fatalistic thinking with more acceptance...." Another participant stated, "They [elderly] 
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feel they have nothing to live for; loss of spouse affects them a great deal.. .explore 

immediacy, here & now, and short term goals." Another participant reported working 

with a patient who carried out an apparently rational suicide; but the participant stated, 

"don't think the bereavement was any less complicated & painfiil for the family." Finally, 

a fourth participant indicated an emphasis on "elder abuse." For patients ages 65+, one 

participant indicated physiological symptoms as something they would emphasize less 

when assessing for depression. In summary, participants most frequently indicated 

hopelessness and course of depression as issues they would emphasis more in a 

depression assessment. In this case, the depression assessment would most likely be with 

an 18 to 64-year-old patient contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

Consultation Importance 

Hypothesis VIII was stated as follows. Given Pemzzi's, Canapary's, and Bongar's 

(1996) review of some research indicating that physicians do not utilize the 

recommendations of consultants, h was hypothesized that respondents would feel 

physicians find their recommendations generally less than "Very" important. 

For hypothesis VIII, frequencies were calculated for each of the 5-point Likert 

scale responses to the statement "Please indicate the importance you believe a physician 

would place on your recommendations as a mental health professional in the assessment 

of a patient applying for assisted suicide." None of the participants indicated " 1 " or "Not 

at all." Two participants indicated "2" or "A little." Twelve participants indicated "3" or 

"Somewhat." Thirty-one participants indicated "4" or "Very." Twenty-four participants 
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indicated "5" or "Exfremely." Table 9 lists these, as well as a second consult statement's, 

response frequencies, corresponding percentages, and cumulative percentages. The Chi-

Square expected frequency or N for each response number is also listed in Table 9. A 

Chi-Square test was performed to examine the hypothesis that participants will feel 

physicians find their recommendations generally less than "Very" important. The 

minimum expected cell frequency was 17.3 w i t h / (3) = 28.68,/? = .00. hi summary, 

participants clearly showed a significant pattem of responding. The majority of 

participants' responses (65.2%) indicated a belief that physicians would find their 

recommendations less than or equal to "Very" important. Although importance ratings 

were generally higher than expected, this finding provides partial support for hypothesis 

eight 

For hypothesis VIII, a matched samples t-test was also performed. This test was to 

determine if there was a mean difference in importance ratings for two consultation 

questions. Both consultation questions involved the assessment of a patient applying for 

assisted suicide. The mean importance rating of consultation, between a physician and a 

mental health professional, was compared to the mean importance rating that a mental 

health professional believed a physician would place on his or her recommendations. The 

average importance rating of consultation between a physician and a mental health 

professional (n = 67) was significantly different from the average importance rating of 

mental health professionals' recommendations to physicians (n = 67), / 05(66) = 4.96, p = 

.00. The mean and standard deviation for the importance ratings of consultation between 
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a physician and a mental health professional were 4.70 and 0.65 respectively. The mean 

and standard deviation for the importance ratings of mental health professionals' 

recommendations to physicians were 4.11 and 0.80 respectively. In summary, participants 

rated the general importance of consultation between a physician and a mental health 

professional as significantly higher than the importance they believed a physician would 

place on their recommendations. 

Role Comfort 

Exploratory hypothesis IX was stated as follows. Researchers, such as Werth, 

Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), recommend that psychologists avoid dual roles as 

therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator for a patient. However, researchers, like Valente 

(1994), recommend a more long-term relationship with patients, which could lead to 

more of a dual role relationship. Psychologists' comfort with the dual role of therapist and 

assisted-suicide evaluator was examined. 

For hypothesis IX, frequencies were calculated for each of five comfort levels 

with the following two roles: the role of psychologists as one of the major decision 

makers for patients' access to assisted suicide and the dual role of therapist and assisted-

suicide evaluator. In response to the question, "How comfortable are you with the role of 

psychologists as one of the major decision makers for patients' access to assisted 

suicide?," 18.9% responded "1 Very Uncomfortable" or "2 Somewhat Uncomfortable," 

9.6% responded "3 Neutral," and 62.7% responded "4 Somewhat Comfortable" or "5 

Very Comfortable." The mean and standard deviation of responses were 3.84 (~4 
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Somewhat Comfortable) and 1.36 respectively, hi response to the question, "How 

comfortable would you be with a psychologist acting as both a therapist and an assisted-

suicide evaluator for a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide?," 72.6% 

responded "1 Very Uncomfortable" or "2 Somewhat Uncomfortable," 8.4% responded "3 

Neutral," and 15.6 % responded "4 Somewhat Comfortable" or "5 Very Comfortable." 

The mean and standard deviation of responses were 2.08 (~2 Somewhat Uncomfortable) 

and 1.30 respectively. Table 10 indicates response frequencies, corresponding 

percentages, and cumulative percentages for each of the five response levels in the two 

role-related questions above. In summary, participants were generally somewhat 

comfortable with the role of psychologists as one of the major decision makers for 

patients' access to assisted suicide. Additionally, participants were generally somewhat 

uncomfortable with a psychologist acting as both a therapist and an assisted-suicide 

evaluator for a patient. 

Predicting Participation 

Exploratory hypothesis X was stated as follows. The varying impact of laws, 

ethics codes, and personal values on psychotherapists' decisions to participate in the 

assisted-suicide assessment process are suggested by researchers such as Werth and 

Liddle (1994). The importance of these factors in psychologists' decisions to participate 

or not participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process was explored. 

For hypothesis X, a logistic regression (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999) was performed 

to determine if the indicated importance of laws, personal values, and ethical standards 
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predicted participants' choices to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide 

assessment process. The three importance-rated variables were entered in one block with 

Block / (3, A/̂ = 68) = 20.07,/? = .00. The combination of variables correctly predicted 

76.47% of choices to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide assessment 

process. Table 11 shows the number of observed and predicted participation responses 

and corresponding percentages for this model. One of the three predictor variables, the 

indicated importance of laws, was significant Wald (1) = 9.80,/? = .00. The indicated 

importance of personal values approached significance with Wald (I) = 3.10,/? = .08. 

Table 12 lists the Wald values and corresponding statistics for each of the three predictor 

variables. Table 13 lists the frequencies, percentages, and cumulative percentages of the 

importance ratings for laws, personal values, and ethical standards. The expected value of 

B for laws was greater than one, Exp (B) = 2.13, indicating that the odds of a participant 

choosing to participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process increase with an 

increase in his or her importance rating of laws. In summary, a participant's importance 

rating of laws was a significant predictor of his or her choice to participate or not 

participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process. Specifically, the higher the 

importance rating of laws, the more likely a participant was to participate in the assisted-

suicide assessment process. 

For hypothesis X, participants were also given the option of indicating another 

factor, in addition to laws, personal values, and ethical standards, to consider in their 

"decision to participate or not participate in the assisted-suicide assessment of a patient 
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contemplating potentially rational suicide." Twenty-six participants provided an 

additional response, and most provided a corresponding importance rating. These 

responses were grouped into four categories: l)Training/Competence; 2) Therapist Issue; 

3) Patient Issue; and 4) Miscellaneous. Training/competence responses were indicated by 

11 participants. Therapist issues were indicated by 8 participants. Patient issues were 

indicated by 4 participants. Miscellaneous responses were indicated by the remaining 3 

participants. Please see Table 14 for categorized participant responses and corresponding 

importance ratings. In summary, level of competence or training was the most frequently 

indicated additional factor considered in the choice to participate or not participate in the 

assisted-suicide assessment process. 

Work Setting Impact 

Exploratory hypothesis XI was stated as follows. It seems reasonable that 

psychologists working in a medical setting may differ from psychologists working in a 

non-medical setting in their awareness of and views on assisted-suicide issues. Therefore, 

relationships among participants' work settings, choice of assessment instruments, and 

views on consultation were explored. 

For hypothesis XI, descriptive statistics and independent samples t-tests were 

performed to examme relationships among participants' work settings, choice of 

assessment instruments, and views on consultation. A t-test was performed to compare 

the number of recommended instmments, for assisted-suicide assessment, indicated by 

participants working in non-medical versus medical settings. The t-test, with equal 
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variances assumed, did not support the hypothesis that psychologists working in medical 

settings («=9) would indicate more recommended instmments than psychologists working 

in non-medical settings {n =34), (o25(41) = 1.05,/? = .15. The mean and standard deviation 

of recommended instruments indicated by medical setting participants were 4.56 and 1.88 

respectively. The mean and standard deviation of recommended instmments indicated by 

non-medical setting participants were 3.91 and 1.56 respectively. In summary, although 

the means were in the predicted direction, there was not a significant difference between 

the number of recommended instruments indicated by participants working in non

medical versus medical settings. 

Also for hypothesis eleven, t-tests were performed to compare the importance 

ratings, of consultation between a physician and a mental health professional, indicated 

by participants' working in medical versus non-medical settings. Participants' importance 

ratings of their consultation recommendations as seen by a physician were also compared. 

Equal variances were not assumed for the first t-test. The first t-test did not support the 

hypothesis that psychologists working in medical settings («=14) would indicate a 

different importance level for consultation between a physician and a mental health 

professional compared to ratings by psychologists working in non-medical settings 

(«=48), /o5(13.89) = -1.22,/? = .24. The mean and standard deviation of importance levels 

indicated by medical setting participants were 4.43 and 1.16 respectively. The mean and 

standard deviation of importance levels indicated by non-medical setting participants 

were 4.81 and 0.39 respectively. In summary, participants working in medical and non-
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medical settings were not significantiy different in their importance ratings of 

consultation between a physician and a mental health professional. 

Equal variances were assumed for the second t-test. The second t-test did not 

support the hypothesis that psychologists working in medical settings (n=\4) would 

indicate a different importance level, for their consultation recommendations as seen by 

physicians, compared to psychologists working in non-medical settings («=47), /.05(59) = 

1.59,/? = .12. The mean and standard deviation of importance levels indicated by medical 

setting participants were 4.43 and 0.65 respectively. The mean and standard deviation of 

importance levels indicated by non-medical setting participants were 4.04 and 0.83 

respectively. In summary, participants working in medical and non-medical settings were 

not significantly different in their importance ratings of their consuhation 

recommendations as seen by physicians. 

Summary 

In general, the results of the current study indicate that participants lack awareness 

of recommendations for assisted-suicide assessment. Participants especially appeared to 

lack awareness of specific instmments recommended for this assessment. Generally, less 

than 50% of participants indicated recommended instmments. For hopelessness and 

depression assessment, a non-recommended instmment was mentioned more frequently 

than a recommended instmment. For example, the Beck Hopelessness Scale (22.6% of 

participants) was surpassed by the Beck Depression Inventory (33.9%) as an instrument 

participants would use to assess for hopelessness in the terminally-ill. Also, the MMPI, a 
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non-recommended instrument, was mentioned by a majority of participants (58.1%) for 

depression assessment. Finally, the McArthur Competency Assessment Tool - Treatment, 

which has been specifically mentioned by multiple authors for assisted-suicide 

assessment, was not mentioned by any participants. 
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Table 1: Participant responses to requests for religious identification and frequency of 
church attendance. 

RESPONSE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT 

RELIGIOUS GROUP 

Agnostic/Atheist 
Buddhist 
Catholic 
Jewish 
Muslim 
Protestant 
Spiritual (but not religious) 
Other 
Total 

14 
3 
8 
5 
0 

16 
18 
14 
78 

16.9 
3.6 
9.6 
6.0 
0.0 

19.3 
21.7 
16.9 
94.0 

17.9 
21.8 
32.1 
38.5 
38.5 
59.0 
82.1 

100.0 

CHURCH ATTENDANCE 

At least once a week 
At least once a month 
Several times a year 
Rarely or never 
Total 

11 
13 
10 
36 
70 

13.3 
15.7 
12.0 
43.4 
84.3 

15.7 
34.3 
48.6 

100.0 

Note. RELIGIOUS GROUP = "Religious groups with which you identify"; CHURCH 
ATTENDANCE = "How frequently do you attend an organized church of some kind?." 
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Table 2: Response totals for questions regarding rational decision-making capacity. 

NUMBER OF CAPACITY 
QUESTION RESPONSES 
DOES NOT HAVE 

HAS 

NEITHER 

MISSING 

NUMBER OF HISTORY 
QUESTION RESPONSES 

NO YES MAYBE 
2 2 0 

19 30 4 

MISSING TOTAL 
3 7 

2 55 

16 

TOTAL 22 33 
Note. CAPACITY QUESTION = "In assessing a patient applying for assisted-suicide, 
would you begin with the assumption that the patient does not have or has the capacity for 
a rational decision-making process?"; HISTORY QUESTION = "Would a patient history 
of MDD [Major Depressive Disorder] change your imtial assumption?." 
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Table 3: Participants indicating instruments for depression assessment with patients 
contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

INSTRUMENTS 
PARTICIPANTS 
OUT OF N = 62 PERCENTAGE 

RECOMMENDED DEPRESSION 

Beck Depression Inventory 
Interview 
Hamilton Rating Scale for 

Depression 
Schedule for Affective Disorders 

and Schizophrenia 
Geriatric Depression Scale 
Chicago Multiscale Depression 

Inventory 
Reasons for Living Inventory 
Primary Care Evaluation of Mental 

Disorders 
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale 

43 
24 

3 
3 

0 
0 

0 
0 

69.4 
38.7 

8.1 

4.8 
4.8 

0 
0 

0 
0 

NON-RECOMMENDED DEPRESSION-RELATED 

Minnesota Muhiphasic Personality 
Inventory 

Personality Assessment Inventory 
Rorschach Inkblot Test 
Millon Clinical Muhiaxial Inventory 
Thematic Apperception Test 
Symptom Check List-90-R 
Depression Symptom Checklist 
Suicide Questionnaire 
Reynolds Adolescent Depression 

Scale 
Life Events Scale 
Center for Epidemiological Studies 

Depression Scale 
Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual Fourth Edition 
Patient Health Questionnaire 

36 
7 
7 
5 
3 
3 

58.1 
11.3 
11.3 
8.1 
4.8 
4.8 
1.6 
1.6 

1.6 
1.6 

1.6 

1.6 
1.6 
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Table 3 (continued): Participants indicating instmments for depression assessment with 
patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

PARTICIPANTS 
INSTRUMENTS OUT OF N = 62 PERCENTAGE 

NON-RECOMMENDED DEPRESSION-RELATED 

Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale 1 1.6 
Major Depression Inventory 1 1.6 
House-Tree-Person Drawings 1 1.6 
Incomplete Sentences Blank 1 1.6 

NON-RECOMMENDED NON-DEPRESSION RELATED 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales 4 6.5^ 
Mini Mental Status Exam 2 3.2 a 

Wechsler Memory Scale-Ill 
Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test 
Beck Anxiety Inventory 
Dyadic Adjustment Scale 
Dmg assessment 

1.6̂  
1.6̂  
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 

^competence related 
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Table 4: Participants indicating instmments for hopelessness assessment with patients 
contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

INSTRUMENTS 
PARTICIPANTS 
OUT OF N = 62 PERCENTAGE 

RECOMMENDED HOPELESSNESS 

Interview 
Beck Hopelessness Scale 

26 
14 

41.9 
22.6 

NON-RECOMMENDED HOPELESSNESS/DEPRESSION-RELATED 

Beck Depression Inventory 21 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 

Inventory 17 
Rorschach Inkblot Test 5 
Millon Clinical Muhiaxial 

Inventory 4 
Personality Assessment Inventory 3 
Thematic Apperception Test 3 
Schedule of Affective Disorders 

and Schizophrenia 2 
Incomplete Sentences Blank 2 
Suicide Probability Scale 2 
Symptom Check List-90-R 2 
Suicide Questionnaire 
Snyder Hope Scale 
Geriafric Depression Scale 
Beck Suicidal Ideation Scale 
Comell Medical Index 

Questiormaire 
Pleasant Events Scale 
Hamilton Rating Scale for 

Depression 
Major Depression Inventory 
House-Tree-Person Drawings 

33.9' 

27.4 
8.1 

6.5 
4.8 
4.8 

3.2' 
3.2 
3.2 
3.2 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6̂  
1.6 

1.6 
1.6 

1.6' 
1.6 
1.6 
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Table 4 (continued): Participants indicating instmments for hopelessness assessment with 
patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

PARTICIPANTS 
INSTRUMENTS OUT OF N = 62 PERCENTAGE 

NON-RECOMMENDED NON-HOPELESSNESS/DEPRESSION-RELATED 

Consultation 3 4.8 
Referral 3 4.8 
Mini Mental Status Exam 3 4.8'' 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales 3 4.8'' 
Beck Anxiety Inventory 2 3.2 
Wechsler Memory Scale-Ill 1 1.6'' 
Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test 1 L6^ 
' recommended but not specific to hopelessness 
'' competence related 
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Table 5: Participants indicating instruments for competency assessment with patients 
contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

PARTICIPANTS 
INSTRUMENTS OUT OF N = 58 PERCENTAGE 

RECOMMENDED COMPETENCY 

Interview 29 50 
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales 26 44.8 
Mini Mental Status Exam 22 37.9 
MacArthur Competence Assessment 

Tool - Treatment 0 0 
Neurobehavioral Cognitive 

Status Exam 0 0 

NON-RECOMMENDED COMPETENCY-RELATED 

General or neuropsychological 
battery of tests 9 15.5 

Wechsler Memory Scales 5 8.6 
Shipley Institute of Living Scale 1 1 -̂  
Cognitive competency exam 1 1-7 
Dementia Rating Scale 1 1 -̂  
Wide Range Intelligence Test 1 l-^ 
Bender Visual-Motor Gestah Test 1 1-7 
Cognistat 1 1-7 
Repeatable Battery for the 

Assessment of 
Neuropsychological Status 1 1-7 

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological 
Exam 1 ^•' 

Competency Assessment Inventory 1 l-^ 

NON-RECOMMENDED NON-COMPETENCY RELATED 

17.2' 
8.6 
6.9 
6.9' 

Minnesota Muhiphasic Personality 
Inventory 

Consultation 
Referral 
Rorschach Inkblot Test 

10 
5 
4 
4 
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Table 5 (continued): Participants indicating instmments for competency assessment with 
patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 

INSTRUMENTS 
PARTICIPANTS 
OUT OF N = 58 PERCENTAGE 

NON-RECOMMENDED NON-COMPETENCY RELATED 

"haven't given it any thought" 2 
Beck Depression Inventory 2 
Thematic Apperception Test 2 

' depression assessment 
'' behavioral assessment 

3.5 
3.5' 
3.5' 

Suicide Questiormaire 
Millon Clinical Muhiaxial Inventory 
Symptom Check List-90-R ] 
Vineland Behavioral Assessment 
Activities of daily living 1 

[ 1.7' 
I 1.7' 
[ 1.7' 
[ 1.7" 
[ 1.7" 
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Table 6: Inter-rater reliability for categorizations of participants' indicated modifications. 

PERCENTAGE 
CATEGORY AGREEMENT 
No Modifications 100 

Depression Concems 97.6 

Physical Health Concems 97.6 

Referral 97.6 

Consuh 95.2 

Interview 90.5 

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION 

RATER 1 
11 
69 
71 
73 

24 
47 
52 
53 
64 
65 
72 

23 
28 
30 
56 
72 

16 
51 
56 
77 

17 
51 
65 
67 

1 
3 

15 
21 
23 
28 

NUMBER 
RATER 2 
11 
69 
71 
73 

24 
47 
52 
53 
64 
65 

-

23 
-

30 
56 
72 

16 
51 

-

77 

17 
-

65 
-

1 
-

21 
23 
28 
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Table 6 (continued): Inter-rater reliability for categorizations of participants' indicated 
modifications. 

PERCENTAGE 
CATEGORY AGREEMENT 
Interview (continued) 

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION 

RATER 1 
46 
51 
52 
55 
66 
69 
75 

NUMBER 
RATER 2 
46 
51 

55 
-

69 
75 

Multiple Contacts with 
Patient Over Time 90.5 

6 
10 
15 
52 

3 
6 

Refuse to Assess 88.1 14 
25 
32 
38 

70 
76 

25 

51 
70 

Miscellaneous Comments: 
Against Assisted 
Suicide Law 97.6 

Criticism of 
Questionnaire 97.6 

Instmmental 
Limitations 95.2 

4 
60 

72 

17 
23 
30 

60 

38 
72 

17 
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Table 6 (continued): Inter-rater reliability for categorizations of participants' indicated 
modifications. 

PERCENTAGE 
CATEGORY AGREEMENT 
Miscellaneous Comments: 

Against Testing 92.9 

PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER 

RATER 1 

4 
6 

19 
66 
75 

RATER 2 

19 
66 

Testing Necessary 90.5 

Additional Categories: 97.6 
Obtain Training 
in Area 
Non-Issue or Non- 88.1 
Expert, Therefore 
Unable to Answer 
Question 

71 

1 
10 
28 

67 
14 
15 
32 
56 
76 

Note. CATEGORY = modifications, omissions or reinterpretations that participants 
would make to instruments or interview questions in the assessment of patients 
contemplatmg potentially rational suicide. 
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Table 7: Participants indicating Major Depressive Disorder diagnostic criteria under more 
or less emphasis for patients ages 18-64 and 65+. 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 

CRITERL\ 
Physical 

A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
A9' 

Total 

Psychological 
Al 
A2 
A7 
A8 
D' 
E 

Total 

EMPHASIS WITH PATIENTS 
AGES 18-64 (N=53) 
MORE 

0 
1 
0 
1 
8 

10 

5 
6 

11 
3 
5 
1 

31 

LESS 

6 
5 
1 
4 
1 

17 

1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 

5 

EMPHASIS WITH PATIENTS 
AGES 65+ (N=59) 
MORE 

1 
0 
0 
0 
1 

2 

1 
1 
I 
2 
3 
1 

9 

LESS 

2 
3 
1 
1 
0 

7 

0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 

2 

exception to criteria type 
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Table 8: Totals for Yes/No responses to questions regarding assessment of Major 
Depressive Disorder. 

NUMBER OF MDD 
OUESTION 1 RESPONES 
YES 

NO 

MISSING 

TOTAL 

NUMBER OF MDD 
OUESTION 2 RESPONES 

YES NO MISSING 
9 

1 

1 

11 

14 1 

27 1 

7 16 

48 18 

TOTAL 
24 

29 

24 

Note. MDD QUESTION 1 = "In assessing for the DSM-IV diagnosis of Major 
Depressive Disorder (MDD), in a young aduh (18-64) patient contemplating potentially 
rational suicide, would you emphasize some MDD criteria over others?"; MDD 
QUESTION 2 = "If the patient being assessed was identical in every way except for being 
elderly (65+), would your response to the above differ?." 
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Table 9: Frequency of participant ratings of the importance of two consuhation 
statements. 

RESPONSE 

1 Not at all 
2 A little 
3 Somewhat 
4 Very 
5 Exfremely 

FREQUENCY 

1 
0 
1 

15 
54 

CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT PERCENT 

CONSULT STATEMENT 1 

1.2 1.4 
0 1.4 
1.2 2.8 

18.1 23.9 
65.1 100.0 

CHI-SQUARE 
EXPECTED N 

17.8 
17.8 
17.8 
17.8 
17.8 

Total 71 85.5 

CONSULT STATEMENT 2 

1 Not at all 
2 A little 
3 Somewhat 
4 Very 
5 Exfremely 

Total 

0 
2 

12 
31 
24 

69 

0 
2.4 

14.5 
37.3 
28.9 

83.1 

0 
2.9 

20.3 
65.2 

100.0 

17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 
17.3 

Note. CONSULT STATEMENT 1 = "Please indicate the importance of consultation 
between a physician and a mental health professional in the assessment of a patient 
applying for assisted suicide."; CONSULT STATEMENT 2 = "Please indicate the 
importance you believe a physician would place on your recommendations as a mental 
health professional in the assessment of a patient applying for assisted suicide." 
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Table 10: Frequency of participant ratings of comfort level for two role-related questions. 

RESPONSE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT 

1 Very 
Uncomfortable 8 
2 Somewhat 
Uncomfortable 6 
3 Neutral 8 
4 Somewhat 
Comfortable 20 
5 Very 
Comfortable 32 

ROLE QUESTION 1 

9.6 10.8 

7.2 
9.6 

24.1 

38.6 

18.9 
29.7 

56.8 

100.0 

Total 74 89.2 

ROLE QUESTION 2 

1 Very 
Uncomfortable 
2 Somewhat 
Uncomfortable 
3 Neutral 
4 Somewhat 
Comfortable 
5 Very 
Comfortable 

33 

20 
7 

7 

6 

Total 73 

39.8 

24.1 
8.4 

8.4 

7.2 

88.0 

45.2 

72.6 
82.2 

91.8 

100.0 

Note. ROLE QUESTION 1 = "How comfortable are you with the role of psychologists as 
one of the major decision makers for patients' access to assisted suicide?"; ROLE 
QUESTION 2 = "How comfortable would you be with a psychologist acting as botii a 
therapist and an assisted-suicide evaluator for a patient contemplating potentially rational 
suicide?." 
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Table 11: Observed and predicted responses to the question, "Would you participate in 
the assisted-suicide assessment process of a patient contemplating potentially rational 
suicide?" 

OBSERVED 
RESPONSE 

PREDICTED RESPONSE 

NO YES 
PERCENT 
CORRECT 

NO 
YES 

25 
6 

10 
27 

71.43 
81.82 

OVERALL 76.47 
Note. Responses predicted from importance ratings of personal values, ethical standards, 
and laws. 
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Table 12: Testing for statistical significance of three variables used to predict responses to 
the question, "Would you participate in the assisted-suicide assessment process of a 
patient contemplating potentially rational suicide?" 

PREDICTOR 
VARIABLE 
Personal Values 
Ethical Standards 
Laws 

WALD' 
3.096 
0.896 
9.799 

SIG 
0.079 
0.344 
0.002 

R 
0.108 
0.000 
0.288 

EXP(B) 
1.498 
1.400 
2.128 

Note. WALD = (B / SE)^; SIG = significance of Wald statistic; R = "degree of association 
between a predictor variable and the outcome variable after the linear effect of the other 
predictor variables has been removed" (Cizek & Fitzgerald, 1999, p. 237); EXP (B) = 
expected value of B. 
' d f = l 
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Table 13: Frequency of participant importance ratings for laws, personal values, and 
ethical standards. 

IMPORTANCE 
RATING FREQUENCY PERCENT 

CUMULATIVE 
PERCENT 

LAWS 

1 Not at all 
2 A little 
3 Somewhat 
4 Very 
5 Extremely 

9 
8 

14 
19 
21 

10.8 
9.6 

16.9 
22.9 
25.3 

12.7 
23.9 
43.7 
70.4 

100.0 

Total 71 85.5 

PERSONAL VALUES 

1 Not at all 
2 A little 
3 Somewhat 
4 Very 
5 Exfremely 

7 
8 
6 

19 
31 

8.4 
9.6 
7.2 

22.9 
37.3 

9.9 
21.1 
29.6 
56.3 

100.0 

Total 71 85.5 

ETHICAL STANDARDS 

1 Not at all 
2 A little 
3 Somewhat 
4 Very 
5 Extremely 

Total 

2 
2 

12 
18 
37 

71 

2.4 
2.4 

14.5 
21.7 
44.6 

85.5 

2.8 
5.6 

22.5 
47.9 

100.0 

Note. Importance ratings were considered by participants in their decision to participate 
or not participate in the assisted-suicide assessment of a patient contemplating potentially 
rational suicide. 
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Table 14: Categorized additional factors and corresponding importance ratings. 

CATEGORY 

PARTICIPANT 
IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER & RESPONSE 

IMPORTANCE 
RATING 

Training/ 
Competence 

Therapist Issue 

Patient Issue 

Miscellaneous 

10 "Lack of clinical experience w/suicide 
16 "lack of training in assessment" 
24 "area of practice/competency (working 
w/patients who routinely experience suicide 
ideation creates for me a bias against seeing 
decisions to end one's life as rational." 
28 "Competence to conduct such an 
assessment" 
30 "No training" 
31 "Clinical - I'm unprepared" 
32 "previous training in issue" 
37 "My competence" 
56 "competence" 
59 "out of area of competence" 
67 "expertise" 

2 "liability" 
17 "previous relationship with pt." 
34 "Personal Discomfort" 
44 "Malpractice Ins" 
46 "Knowledge of DR's experience to date' 
55 "Empathy" 
64 "Fear of public reaction - very 
conservative militant types" 
65 "community standard of care" 

1 "reasonableness of circumstances" 
4 "patients values/decisions" 

29 "Expected length of life" 
63 "patient's condition" 
12 "Religion" 
61 "no time to develop, [hard to read]" 
66 "These [etiiical standards, laws, 
personal values] are important but the Q 
has little meaning for me." 

5 Exfremely 
5 Extremely 

5 Extremely 

5 Extremely 
5 Extremely 
4 Very 
5 Extremely 
4 Very 
5 Extremely 
5 Extremely 

5 Extremely 
4 Very 
2 A little 
4 Very 
4 Very 

4 Very 
5 Exfremely 
5+ Exfremely 
4 Very 
5 Extremely 
5 Extremely 

Note. These factors were considered in participants' decisions to participate or not 
participate in the assisted-suicide assessment of a patient contemplating potentially 
rational suicide. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Overview 

Many interesting resuhs were found through the exploratory analyses of this 

study. The following discussion begins with relevant characteristics of the sample 

including: participants' religious identification, number of patients treated who have 

contemplated potentially rational suicide, and assumptions about patient capacity. 

Participants' awareness of recommended instruments, for assisted-suicide assessment, are 

discussed in detail. Instruments listed for assessing depression, hopelessness, and 

competency are discussed both separately and as overlapping processes. This is followed 

by recommended modifications to instmments used in the context of assisted-suicide. 

Next, the hypothesized impact of age, on the differential emphasis of criteria for Major 

Depressive Disorder, is discussed from three different data perspectives. Participants' 

views on consultation with a physician and the roles of psychologists, in the assisted-

suicide assessment process, are then discussed. Finally, an interesting finding is 

highlighted regarding prediction of participants' willingness to participate in assisted 

suicide assessment. The discussion concludes with comments on the strengths and 

limitations of the current study as well as suggestions for future research. 
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Sample 

The participants were predominately Anglo (white), Ph.D. psychologists. They 

were generally 11 to 30 years post-graduation. They were about equal in gender 

representation. The majority was working in a non-medical setting and indicated they 

rarely or never attended a church of some kind. Also, participants' religious 

identifications fell mostly under the category of spiritual (but not religious). This was 

closely followed by Protestant, Agnostic/Atheist, and other. The majority of participants 

identifying as "spiritual (but not religious)" (77.8%) and "Agnostic/Atheisf (71.4%) 

indicated they rarely or never attended a church of some kind. 

The finding of "spiritual (but not religious)" as the median category for religious 

identification is interesting in light of a study by Portenoy et al. (1997). Portenoy et al. 

found a relationship between medical professionals' level of religious belief and 

willingness to support assisted suicide. When religious beliefs were at a lower level, 

medical professionals (i.e. social workers, nurses, and physicians) were more willing to 

support assisted suicide. Identification as "spiritual (but not religious)," along with rarely 

or never attending a church of some kind, may indicate a lower level of religious belief. 

Subsequently, identifying as "spiritual (but not religious)" may be associated with more 

willingness to support assisted suicide. A greater level of support for assisted-suicide is 

apparent in Oregon's legalization of physician-assisted suicide. Given that Oregon is the 

only state to support assisted suicide with legalization, h should not be surprising to find 
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a lower level of religious belief (i.e. identification as "spiritual (but not religious)") is the 

most frequent religious identification in the current sample. 

Aside from religious identification, another factor likely contributes to Oregon 

being the only state to legalize physician-assisted suicide. The Hemlock Society, a major 

force behind Oregon's Death with Dignity Act, was founded in a neighboring state. Derek 

Hymphry foimded the Hemlock Society in Califomia in 1980, and hs influence has 

spread from there (End-of-Life Choices, n.d.). 

The majority of participants in this study (91.6%) indicated they either had not 

freated any patients who have contemplated potentially rational suicide (64.8%) or they 

had treated between 1 and 5 such patients (26.8%). The 26.8% of participants, indicating 

they have worked with a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide, is consistent 

with a review by Werth and Hold wick (2000) that found approximately 20 to 40% of 

mental health professionals may have worked with clients who were rationally 

contemplating suicide. 

Capacity Assumption 

When entering into an assisted-suicide assessment with a terminally-ill patient, 

Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) recommend that mental health professionals 

begin with the assumption that the patient has the capacity to make this decision. The 

majority of participants in the current study indicated agreement with this 

recommendation. However, participants were more divided when subsequently asked if a 
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patient history of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) would change their initial 

assumption. 

From the majority of participants, who would begin with the assumption of 

capacity, 54.6% indicated that a patient history of MDD would change this initial 

assumption. However, 34.6% of participants indicated that a patient history of MDD 

would not change their initial assumption of capacity. The majority of participants, who 

no longer assumed capacity in light of an MDD history, appear contradictory to the 

recommendation of Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000). Werth et al. recommended 

that professionals begin with the assumption that a patient has the capacity to make a 

decision on assisted suicide even if he or she has a history of mental illness. Rosenfeld 

(2004), however, presents a picture that is somewhat more consistent with the findings of 

the present study. 

Rosenfeld (2004) described findings, of both his own and others' research, that 

depression does not necessarily impair a patient's decision-making capacity. He stated 

that research indicates a "relatively weak relationship between severity of depression and 

decision-making impairment" (p. 123). This is consistent with the recommendation of 

Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) to assume capacity. However, Rosenfeld (2004) 

further implied that a majority of mental health professionals may assume patient 

incompetence in the face of depression for reasons other than actual patient 

incompetence. They may indicate that a patient does not have capacity as a way to allow 

for the readily available treatment of depression. However unsupported, the majority of 
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mental health professionals appear to believe that depression can at least influence a 

patient's decision making process. 

In summary, the majority of participants initially assumed a patient had the 

capacity to make a decision on assisted-suicide. However, the majority of these 

participants changed this assumption in light of a patient history of MDD. Although this 

assumption change is not supported by research (Rosenfeld, 2004; Werth, Benjamin, & 

Farrenkopf, 2000), it may be a way for psychologists to ensure there is ample opportunity 

for patients to receive treatment for depression (Rosenfeld, 2004). 

A patient's history of depression is clearly an important factor to consider in 

assisted-suicide assessment, especially with regards to the examiner's assumptions. It is 

important for mental health professionals to consider the potential impact of such factors 

on their initial assumptions about a patient's capacity to make hastened death decisions. If 

a majority of mental health professionals assign incapacity to a patient as a way of 

promoting treatment of depression, then a major focus of future research should be the 

freatment of depression in the terminally-ill. More research into depression freatment with 

terminally-ill patients may allow for more accurate capacity assessments. 

Depression Instmments 

Hypotheses II, III, and IV examine participants' awareness of recommended 

instruments for assisted-suicide assessment. The majority of recommended instruments 

are drawn from an article by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000). The guidelines, 

provided by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf, have been more recentiy recommended by 
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Kleespies (2004). These guidelines are based on "judicial decisions; legal, medical, and 

mental health literature; and the experience of professionals" (Werth et al., 2000, p.365). 

Hypothesis II predicted that nine instmments recommended by Werth, Benjamin, 

and Farrenkopf (2000) and Werth and Holdwick (2000) would be chosen by participants 

to assess for depression in patient's contemplating potentially rational suicide. Only five 

of the nine recommended instruments for depression assessment were mentioned by 

participants. Among these five instmments, two were indicated most often by 

participants. The Beck Depression Inventory was mentioned by 69.4% of participants, 

and an interview was mentioned by 38.7% of participants. 

The Miimesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), a non-recommended 

instrument, surpassed the recommended interview with 58.1% of participants indicating 

they would use it. This seems inconsistent with Valente's (1994) recommendation to 

make rating scales secondary to interviews in suicide risk assessment. However, the 

present study asked participants to list "instruments" which may have discouraged the 

inclusion of an interview in responses. 

In summary, participants were consistent with recommended guidelines in 

frequently choosing the BDI and an interview for depression assessment. However, they 

were inconsistent with guidelines in their frequent choice of the non-recommended 

MMPI to assess depression. Given that a terminally-ill patient is likely to have limited 

energy, h seems very impractical to use the lengthy MMPI to assess for depression. This 

is supported by Farrenkopf and Bryan (1999) as well as Blank, Robison, Prigerson, and 
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Schwartz (2001). Blank et al. found that the majority of patients refusing to participate in 

their study did so because of physical symptoms limiting their ability to respond to 

questions. It seems greater awareness of depression instruments is needed, specifically 

those instruments recommended for the assessment of terminally-ill patients. 

Hopelessness Instruments 

Hypothesis III predicted that the Beck Hopelessness Scale or an interview (Werth, 

Benjamin, & Farrenkopf, 2000) would be chosen by participants to assess hopelessness in 

patient's contemplating potentially rational suicide. Both of these reconunended 

assessments were frequently mentioned by participants. An interview was indicated by 

41.9% of participants, and the Beck Hopelessness Scale (BHS) was indicated by 22.6% of 

participants. 

The BHS was surpassed by two instruments not specifically recommended for 

hopelessness assessment. The Beck Depression Inventory was mentioned by 33.9% of 

participants, and the MMPI was mentioned by 27.4% of participants for the assessment of 

hopelessness. The recommendation of depression instruments for hopelessness 

assessment is inconsistent with the findings of Breitbart et al. (2000) that hopelessness 

contributed independently to the prediction of a patient's desire to hasten his or her death. 

Subsequent research has further supported the importance of hopelessness over 

depression in the prediction of desire for hastened death (Ganzini, Silveira, & Johnston, 

2002; Jones, Huggins, Rydall, & Rodin, 2003). 
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Ganzini, Silveira, and Johnston (2002) and Jones, Huggins, Rydall, and Rodin 

(2003), like Breitbart et al. (2000), measured hopelessness using the BHS. Hopelessness, 

as measured by the BHS, may be better than depression, as measured by the BDI, in 

predicting a patient's desire for hastened death due to the populations on which the two 

measures were normed. The BDI was normed on a depressed, aduh, outpatient population 

(Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996). The BHS, on the other hand, was normed on a 

hospitalized, physically ill population (Beck & Steer, 1988). Therefore, the BHS was 

normed on a population much more like the terminally-ill patients, who may apply for 

assisted-suicide, compared to the normative population of the BDI. 

In summary, participants were consistent with recommended guidelines in 

choosing an interview and the BHS for hopelessness assessment. In choosing the BDI to 

assess for hopelessness, participants seem to demonstrate a lack of awareness of a 

distinction between hopelessness and depression. They again demonstrate inconsistency 

with guidelines in choosing the non-recommended MMPI to assess hopelessness. 

This author, in agreement with Rosenfeld (2004), believes that further exploration 

of the significance of hopelessness, outside of depression, is important in the area of 

assisted-suicide assessment. Also, increased awareness is needed with regards to the 

independent contributions of hopelessness and depression to end-of-life, decision-making 

processes. 
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Competency Instruments 

Hypothesis IV predicted that five instruments recommended by Werth, Benjamin, 

and Farrenkopf (2000) would be chosen by participants to assess for competency in 

patient's contemplating potentially rational suicide. Three out of the five recommended 

instruments for competency assessment were frequently mentioned by participants. An 

interview was indicated by 50% of participants. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales 

(WAIS) were mentioned by 44.8% of participants. The Mini Mental Status Exam 

(MMSE) was indicated by 37.9% of participants. Neither of the remaining two 

recommended instruments were mentioned by participants. This is especially noteworthy 

in that one of the instmments, the MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment 

(MCATT), is the only instmment specifically mentioned by the APA Working Group on 

Assisted Suicide and End-of-Life Decisions (2000). The MCATT is also mentioned by 

Kim, Appelbaum, Jeste, and Olin (2004) in response to the question "What kind of 

capacity assessment should be required by institutional review boards?" (p. 802). 

In summary, participants were consistent with recommended guidelines in 

choosing an interview, the WAIS, and the MMSE for competency assessment. However, 

they neglected to mention the MCATT which is frequently discussed by authors, such as 

Kleespies (2004) and Rosenfeld (2004), in connection with assisted-suicide assessment. 

Participants likely lacked awareness of the MCATT due to hs more recent development 

relative to other instmments such as the WAIS and MMSE. 
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The findings for Hypotheses II, III, and IV seem especially important in light of 

the small number of participant responses indicating consultation or referral. Specifically, 

consultation and referral were mentioned by five or fewer participants in each of the three 

instrument categories. Consultation and referral are necessary in light of the fact that the 

vast majority of recommended instruments were mentioned by less than half of the 

participants. Only the BDI was mentioned by more than half of the participants for the 

assessment of depression. None of the following recommended instmments (Werth, 

Benjamin, & Farrenkopf, 2000), specific to the assisted-suicide assessment context, were 

mentioned by participants: Schedule of attitudes Toward Hastened Death; Desire for 

Death Rating Scale; and MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool - Treatment. Also, a 

non-recommended instmment, the MMPI, was indicated by over half of the participants. 

With generally less than half of the participants indicating recommended instruments and 

over half of the participants mentioning a non-recommended instrument, more 

consultation and referral are necessary. 

It is unlikely that most participants failed to mention consultation because they did 

not believe h was important. Data, from several hypotheses to be discussed later, appear 

to indicate that participants did find consultation important. In two questions about the 

perceived importance of consultation with a mental health professional, the median of 

participants rated consultation as "very" or "extremely" important. 

The infrequent mention of referral by participants is not explained by the 

participants' willingness to conduct an assisted suicide assessment themselves. 
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Participants were almost equally divided in their willingness to conduct an assisted 

suicide assessment. Specifically, 47.8% of participants (33 out of 69) indicated they 

would conduct the assessment while 52.2% of participants (36 out of 69) indicated they 

would not conduct the assessment. With more than half of participants indicating they 

would not conduct an assisted-suicide assessment and less than five participants 

indicating that they would refer a patient for depression, hopelessness, or competency 

assessment, the reasons are unclear for the infrequent mention of referral. Any further 

explanation of the lack of participants indicating consultation and/or referral would be 

pure speculation. 

In summary, consultation and referral were underreported, along with most 

recommended instmments, by the majority of participants. Instruments specifically 

relevant to the assisted-suicide context were not mentioned by any participants. Also, a 

non-recommended instmment was identified by a majority of participants. Clearly, 

increased awareness of recommended instruments for this unique assessment is needed 

among psychologists. 

Modifications 

Hypothesis V addressed any modifications to assessments suggested by 

participants for the assisted-suicide assessment process. There were no specific 

recommendations for modifications to any depression, hopelessness, or competency 

assessments. However, responses given to this modifications question were grouped into 

categories by two raters. The most frequent responses regarding testing indicated the use 
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of an interview, concems about depression (e.g., "important to ascertain history of 

depression"), and physical health concems (e.g., "Illness might make h difficult for pt 

[patient] to complete"). In light of the lack of awareness of recommended insttiiments for 

this type of assessment, h is not surprising that participants had little to recommend with 

regards to assessment modifications. 

Although, participants did not indicate any modifications for depression, 

hopelessness, and competency assessments, developing literature indicates several 

important modifications. Repetition of measures over time is an important modification 

for instruments in assisted suicide assessment. Given that the patient is deciding to hasten 

death, it is important to know if there are any changes in his or her decision-making 

process over time. Researchers have fovmd that a patient's expressed desire for hastened 

death can be unstable (Blank, Robison, Prigerson, & Schwartz, 2001; Pacheco, 

Hershberger, Markert, & Kumar, 2003). Blank et al. and Pacheco et al. found that subsets 

of hospitalized patients changed their minds about euthanasia and physician assisted 

suicide (PAS) over six months and three months respectively. Most of these patients 

changed their minds from initially supporting to later rejecting euthanasia and PAS. 

Repetition of measures, such as the Schedule of Attitudes Toward Hastened Death 

(Rosenfeld et. al., 1999), could help to identify patients with an unstable desire for 

hastened death. These patients could then be provided psychological counseling to 

explore their uncertainty instead of being allowed to hasten their death. There would be 

no changing their minds after death. 
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Another modification, previously mentioned under depression assessment, is the 

use of brief or short-versions of instruments, histmments should not, however, be so short 

that they do not sufficiently measure or explore the factor being examined. Blank, 

Robison, Prigerson, and Schwartz (2001), for example, noted that "the fact that we did 

not find significant correlations of hopelessness with euthanasia and PAS choices might 

have been different if we had used a formal hopelessness scale" (p. 331). By formally 

measuring hopelessness with the BHS, several researchers have found significant 

relationships between hopelessness and desire for hastened death (Ganzini, Silveira, & 

Johnston, 2002; Jones, Huggins, Rydall, & Rodin, 2003). This imderscores the need for 

detailed examination (i.e. more than one question) of hopelessness in patients applying 

for assisted-suicide. 

The identification of hopelessness should not automatically be interpreted as a 

symptom of depression in a terminally-ill patient. Hopelessness, outside of its usual 

subjugation to depression, is an important factor in predicting and mediating a patient's 

desire for hastened death (Ganzini, Silveira, & Johnston, 2002; Jones, Huggins, Rydall, & 

Rodin, 2003). However, as Rosenfeld (2004) states, further investigation is needed into 

the confusing meaning of hopelessness with terminally-ill patients 

Neimeyer (2000) suggests that hopelessness or pessimism, in terminally-ill 

patients, may be evaluated as a sign of a realistic future orientation instead of as a 

cognitive distortion. Rosenfeld (2004) suggests, in accordance with a factor analysis of 

the BHS (Beck, Weissman, Lester, & Texler, 1974), that hopelessness may indicate a 
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cognitive style, an affective state, or an assessment of the patient's fiittire expectations. 

The current author agrees witii Rosenfeld (2004) in his recommends that research focus 

on the affective and cogmtive factors of hopelessness. 

A possible avenue of exploration with the affective aspect of hopelessness could 

involve coping. Some authors have found h necessary to distinguish hope from coping 

(Jevne & Miller, 1999). This makes sense in that coping, unlike hope, is not clearly 

spoken of as an affective experience. For example, a person would say "I feel hope," but 

he or she would not say "1 feel coping." Coping (successfully) seems like an action or 

actions, that could maintain or increase a person's feeling of hope. Pacheco, Hershberger, 

Markert, and Kumar (2003) found a significant relationship between coping, through 

"seeking social support for emotional reasons" (p. 102), and changes in attitudes toward 

hastened death. Perhaps, in the case of terminal-illness, the "emotional reasons" could 

involve hopelessness. 

Potential relationships among attitudes toward hastened death, coping, and 

hopelessness seem to be suggested by research (Pacheco, Hershberger, Markert, & 

Kumar, 2003). Pacheco et al. suggest a possible relationship between improved coping 

and decreased acceptance of assisted-suicide and euthanasia. As previously mentioned, 

hopelessness has been found to be related to desire for hastened death (Ganzini, Silveira, 

& Johnston, 2002; Jones, Huggins, Rydall, & Rodin, 2003). Although desire for hastened 

death and acceptance of assisted-suicide are not the same (Pacheco et al.), the potential 
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for significant relationships among support for hastened death, coping, and hopelessness 

seem worthy of future research exploration. 

Three other interrelated factors worthy of future research are depression, 

hopelessness, and competency. Instmments measurmg depression, hopelessness, and 

competency should be examined for overiapping factors. Depression and hopelessness are 

commonly considered to overlap as evidenced by the current study participants' frequent 

mention of the BDI as an instmment they would use to assess hopelessness. Depression 

has also been found to overlap with competency issues. 

Pessin, Rosenfeld, Burton, and Breitbart (2003) found that certain aspects of 

cognitive impairment were predictive of patients' desire for hastened death. Cognitive 

problems such as concentration difficulties, which is one of the criteria for Major 

Depressive Disorder (APA, 1994), were found to be related to desire for hastened death 

(Pessin et al.). Pessin et al. also found problems in memory and constmction abilities to 

be predictive of patients' desire for hastened death. However, problems in executive 

functioning were not predictive of desire for hastened death. 

Pessin, Rosenfeld, Burton, and Breitbart (2003) hypothesized that a patient's 

awareness of his or her cognitive difficulties made the difference between the predictive 

function of memory and constmction difficulties over executive functioning problems. 

For example, problems in memory are more evident to an individual than are the more 

subtie difficulties in executive functioning (Pessin et al.). Therefore, a patient would 

likely be more distressed by problems with his or her memory than by executive 
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problems. This distress could negatively impact a patient's mood thereby adding to 

depression and or hopelessness. 

In summary, participants did not indicate any specific modifications for 

depression, hopelessness, and competency instruments used in assisted-suicide 

assessment. However, the following modifications are recommended: 1) brief/shortened 

insfruments; 2) repetition of measures over time; 3) exploration of meanings behind 

expressions of hopelessness; 4) exploration of interactions among support of hastened 

death, coping, and hopelessness; and 5) exploration of overlap among depression, 

hopelessness, and competency factors. Fvirther research is needed to modify, create, and 

validate instruments specific to the assisted suicide assessment process. Context specific 

instruments seem especially important in light of potential variation in the meaning of 

terms such as hopelessness with the terminally-ill. 

Major Depressive Disorder Criteria 

Descriptive statistics provided general support for Hypothesis VI regarding the 

differential emphasis of criteria in the assessment of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). 

In assessing for MDD with a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide, 

participants generally emphasized psychological criteria over physical criteria. This was 

consistent with the psychological symptom emphasis recommended by McDonald, 

Passik, and Coyle (2000) in the assessment of depression in medical settings. 

Two exceptions, to the hypothesized emphasis of psychological criteria over 

physical criteria, were predicted. One of the two predicted exceptions was supported. As 
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predicted, the physical symptom Criterion D, regarding the presence of a general medical 

condhion, was emphasized more along with the psychological criteria. Contrary to 

expectations. Criterion A9, regarding suicidal ideation, was emphasized more along with 

the other psychological symptoms. Criterion A9 was hypothesized to be an exception to 

the over-all greater emphasis of psychological criteria. Specifically, suicidal ideation was 

hypothesized to be emphasized less along with the physical criteria. Despite its rational 

potential, suicidal ideation continued to be emphasized more along with the other 

psychological criteria. This underscores the need to heed Rosenfeld's (2000, 2004) 

warning against using suicidal thoughts as a basis for diagnosing depression in the 

context of assisted suicide. 

Rosenfeld (2000, 2004) asserted that automatically viewing suicidal thoughts as 

indicative of depression does not provide an objective view of depression in the 

terminally-ill. A terminally-ill patient may have rationally chosen to hasten his or her 

death outside of a depressive disorder. Also, as Van Loon (1999) and McDonald, Passik, 

and Coyle (2000) suggest, expressions of suicidal ideation may not actually be a desire 

for hastened death. Such expressions may be ways of coping (Van Loon) or cries for help 

(McDonald et al.). Mental health professionals should explore with a patient his or her 

individual meaning or message in expressing a desire for hastened death. Future 

researchers should more closely examine the quality of suicidal ideation in depressed and 

non-depressed patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 
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In summary, descriptive statistics showed that participants emphasized MDD 

psychological criteria over physical criteria with terminally-ill patients. One exception to 

this was Criterion D, conceming the presence of a general medical condition. Criterion D, 

a physical criteria, was emphasized more along with the psychological criteria. Although 

participants indicated the opposite, criterion A9, conceming suicidal ideation should be 

emphasized less along with physical criteria. The meaning behind an individual's 

expression of suicidal ideation should be explored instead of assuming it is just another 

symptom of depression (Rosenfeld, 2000, 2004). 

MDD Elderiy vs. Non-Elderly 

When directly asked, participants differed only slightly in their willingness to 

emphasize some MDD criteria over others for different patient age groups. Participants 

were first asked, "hi assessing for the DSM-FV diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD), in a yovmg aduh (18-64) patient contemplating potentially rational suicide, would 

you emphasize some MDD criteria over others?." Participants' Yes/No responses to this 

question were almost equal in frequency (24 Yes: 29 No). However, in response to the 

question "If the patient being assessed was elderly [65+], would your response to the 

above be different?," the vast majority of participants responded "No" (11 Yes: 48 No). 

Therefore, most participants would not differentially emphasize MDD criteria for older 

versus younger terminally-ill patients. However, in the general case of a terminally-ill 

patient, participants were about evenly split in their willingness to emphasize some MDD 

criteria over others. 
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Patient age did not seem to be an overall differentiating factor for most 

participants. However, it is interesting to take a closer look at participants' differential 

emphasis of MDD criteria for young adult versus elderly patients. As previously stated, 

participants' Yes/No responses to the first (young adult) question were almost equal in 

frequency (24 Yes: 29 No). The majority of the 29 participants who responded "No" to 

this question, also responded "No" to the second (elderiy) question (1 Yes: 27 No). In 

other words, patient age was not significant for the majority of participants, who would 

not emphasize some MDD criteria over others. 

Compared to the 29 participants mentioned above, the 24 participants who 

responded "Yes" to the first (young adult) question were more equal in the frequency of 

their Yes/No responses to question 2 (9 Yes: 14 No). In other words, patient age may 

have had an impact on nine of the participants who were willing to emphasize some 

MDD criteria over others. It may be that consideration of patient age played a part in the 

nine yea-sayers' choice to differentially emphasize MDD criteria. However, the other 14 

participants, who would also differentially emphasize MDD criteria, did not seem to 

consider patient age significant. 

All of the previously mentioned Yes/No responses, referred to as approaching 

equality, always had a somewhat higher frequency of "No" responses. This is generally 

contrary to recommendations by researchers such as Valente (1994). Valente highlighted 

elderly patients' tendency to minimize their emotional difficuhies and report more 

physical symptoms. Depression in the elderly may be over-looked because of the 
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reporting of more physical complaints instead of psychological symptoms (Kivelae & 

Pahkala, 1989). However, there seems to be a resistance to modifying depression 

assessment in the case of potentially rational suicide. For those willing to modify an 

MDD assessment, of a terminally-ill patient, the impact of the patient's age on 

modifications is unclear. It may be that the terminal-illness of a patient, more so than age, 

led many participants to a greater emphasis of psychological over physical MDD criteria. 

In summary, when directly asked, participants were about evenly split in their 

emphasis of some MDD criteria over others with a terminally-ill patient. The patient's 

age may have played a part in some of the participants' decisions to differentially 

emphasize MDD criteria. However, the fact that the patient was terminally-ill probably 

had more of an impact on the emphasis of psychological over physical criteria for MDD. 

Many of the participants seemed imwilling to modify a depression assessment for a 

terminally-ill patient. Therefore, h seems important to develop instmments specific to this 

patient population for assessing depression. 

MDD Additional Factors 

Hypothesis VII, which is an extension of Hypothesis VI, predicted that 

participants would show a differential pattem in their emphasis of MDD criteria 

depending on whetiier a patient was elderly or non-elderiy. However, ANOVAs showed 

that physical criteria were not emphasized more with elderly patients compared to non-

elderly patients. These analyses were limhed by small sample size, and thus low 

statistical power. Also, more participants responded to the first question regarding non-
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elderiy patients than to the second question regarding elderly patients. Future researchers 

should vary the order of such questions in a survey to decrease this problem. 

In response to hypothesis VII, participants listed factors outside of MDD criteria 

that they would emphasize more or less in assessment. Hopelessness was the most 

frequently (n = 7) mentioned additional factor to emphasize more, h seems likely that 

these participants assumed that hopelessness was among the criteria for MDD. However, 

it is not (APA, 1994). Hopelessness is among the criteria for Dysthymic Disorder, but not 

MDD (APA, 1994). Participants did not seem aware of other ways to view hopelessness. 

For example, Neimeyer (2000) suggests the following conceptualization of hopelessness: 

"Rather than representing a 'cognitive distortion,' pessimism about the prospects of an 

acceptable quality of life (defined in the patient's terms) could represent a realistic 

appraisal for the future" (p. 558). 

In addition to hopelessness, the following factors were listed under more emphasis 

in MDD diagnosis with non-elderly patients: course of depression; comorbid disorders; 

severity; and culture. Knowing a patient's course or severity of depression could help to 

predict the effectiveness of depression treatment. With regards to comorbid disorders, 

participants seemed concemed with disorders involving impulse control problems. An 

impulsive person could display instability in his or her desire for hastened death. 

Hastened death, even if rational, should not be allowed to be done on impulse. As 

previously mentioned, people cannot change their minds after death. Finally, participants' 

emphasis of cultural concems highlights the potential variations in expression of 
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depressive symptoms. In some cultures, as in some age groups, depressive symptoms are 

expressed more through physical complaints as opposed to psychological symptoms 

(APA, 1994). Therefore, modifications should be made to depression assessment so that 

depression is not overlooked due to differences in symptom expression. 

hi summary, patient age did not appear to significantly effect participants' 

differential emphasis of MDD criteria. The most frequently mentioned additional factor, 

that participants would emphasize in MDD diagnosis was hopelessness, h is likely that 

hopelessness was incorrectly assumed to be one of the criteria for MDD. Assessment of 

MDD should be open to modification so that variations in the mode of emotional 

expression do not lead practitioners to miss symptoms in some populations. 

Consultation Importance 

Participant responses to two inquiries about consultation were examined in 

Hypothesis Vlll. The two consultation questions were regarding consultation between a 

physician and a psychologist in the case of assisted-suicide. A Chi-Square test showed a 

significant, non-random, pattem of responding to the following request for information: 

"Please indicate the importance you believe a physician would place on your 

recommendations as a mental health professional in the assessment of a patient applying 

for assisted-suicide." The majority of participants' responses (65.2%) indicated a belief 

that physicians would find their recommendations less than or equal to "Very" important. 

Importance ratings were indicated on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 ("Not at all") to 5 

("Exfremely"). Although importance ratings were generally higher than expected, this 
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finding provides partial support for hypothesis VIII, which predicted that most ratings 

would be less than "Very" important. 

A closer examination of responses, to the above consultation question, found four 

participants indicated their response would depend upon the specific physician involved. 

This is not necessarily a view associated with participants' who work in a medical setting 

(with physicians). Only one of the four respondents clearly worked in a medical settmg. It 

seems very reasonable and appropriate to evaluate each individual physician's receptivity 

to psychological consultation. It would not facilitate patient care to automatically assume 

that a physician does or does not find psychological consultation important. It is 

disappointing that more participants did not indicate this individualistic response. 

Two other participants had a very different response to the consultation question 

regarding beliefs about physicians' importance ratings of psychological consultation. 

Both participants reported a belief that some physicians would assert the hnportance of 

psychologists' roles, in the assisted-suicide process, so as to pass on responsibility for the 

assisted suicide. It seems unlikely that a prescribing physician could tmly expect to pass 

on responsibility for assisted-suicide to a psychologist. The physician is the person who 

writes the prescription that allows a patient access to a means of hastening death. Even 

with a psychological consultant supporting a patient's access to assisted-suicide, a 

physician would not have to write the prescription, ft would still be his or her choice and 

responsibility. This could change in the future if psychologists gain prescription 

privileges in a state with legally-assisted suicide. 
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A matched samples t-test found a significant difference between the average 

importance ratings for the above inquiry and the average importance ratings for the 

following: "Please indicate the importance of consultation between a physician and a 

mental health professional in the assessment of a patient applying for assisted suicide." 

Participants showed significanfly different ratings for the importance of consultation, 

between a physician and a mental health professional, from their own perspectives verses 

their beliefs about a physician's perspective. Psychologists' personal importance ratings 

were significantly higher than the importance they believed a physician would place on 

their recommendations. The psychologists in this sample seem to believe there is a 

difference between the way they see their work and the way physicians view their work. 

This may reflect some knowledge of research indicating that physicians lack diagnostic 

training in and recognition of psychiatric disorders, such as MDD, in their patients (Lee et 

al., 1996; Pemzzi, Canapary, Bongar, 1996). Psychologists may also be aware of research 

indicating that physicians do not always pay attention to consultation recommendations 

(Lo, 1995). 

In summary, the majority of participants seemed to believe that physicians find 

their recommendations less than or equal to "Very" important in the case of assisted-

suicide. This was significantly lower than the participants' personal beliefs about the 

importance of psychological consultation with physicians. Several participants stated that 

their consultation importance ratings, for physicians, would depend on the particular 

physician involved. Mental health professionals are encouraged to consider physicians 
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views on an individual basis. Future research may wish to explore the impact on patient 

care of professionals' perceptions or beliefs about other professionals' perceptions of 

psychological consultation. 

Role Comfort 

Hypothesis IX, which is an exploratory hypothesis, addressed participants' 

indicated comfort level with two roles. The first role was that of psychologists as one of 

the major decision makers for patients' access to assisted suicide. The second, was the 

role of a psychologist as both a therapist and an assisted-suicide evaluator for a patient 

requesting assisted-suicide. Participants rated their comfort level on a 5-point Likert scale 

from 1 "Very Uncomfortable" to 5 "Very Comfortable." Participants were generally 

somewhat comfortable ("4") with the role of psychologists as one of the major decision 

makers for patients' access to assisted suicide. This is consistent with advocates, such as 

Farberman (1997), Haley, Larson, Kasl-Godley, Neimeyer, and Kilos (2003); Kleespies 

(2004), Rosenfeld (2004), and Werth and Hold wick (2000) of psychologist-involvement 

in requests for assisted-suicide. 

Participants were generally somewhat uncomfortable ("2") with a psychologist 

acting as both a therapist and an assisted-suicide evaluator for a patient. Three 

participants indicated concem for a dual role relationship. One of these participants even 

indicated a belief that dual role relationships are "illegal." Although, dual role 

relationships as therapist and assisted-suicide evaluator are not illegal, tiiey are 

discouraged by Farrenkopf and Bryan (1999), Galbraith and Dobson (2000), Werth, 
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Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000), and Zaubler and Sullivan (1996). Zaubler and Sullivan, 

along with Galbraith and Dobson, express concem about the impact of an assessment 

recommendation on the therapeutic relationship if the examiner and therapist are the same 

person. For example, a patient is assessed by his or her therapist, and the 

therapist/evaluator decides the patient should not be allowed access to assisted-suicide. 

The patient, having been denied his or her request for access to assisted-suicide, may 

subsequently experience difficulty in continuing therapy with the therapist/evaluator. 

Therefore, it may be beneficial to avoid such potential therapeutic difficulties, by 

requiring a separate evaluator for assisted-suicide. On the other hand, the advantages, of a 

long-term therapeutic relationship, could out-weight the disadvantages of having a single 

therapist/evaluator. 

A long-term therapist, acting as an assisted-suicide evaluator, may be more aware 

of issues leading to the patient's request for hastened death. He or she may have a better 

understanding of the message a patient is communicating through such a request 

(McDonald, Passik, & Coyle, 2000; Rosenfeld, 2004; Van Loon, 1999). Also, a long-term 

relationship may allow a therapist/evaluator to better recognize instability in a patient's 

desire for hastened death (Blank, Robison, Prigerson, & Schwartz, 2001; Pacheco, 

Hershberger, Markert, & Kumar, 2003). Given the current lack of training and specific 

guidelines, for the assessment and treatment of patients' desiring hastened death 

(Rosenfeld, 2004), a long-term relationship with a patient might be tiie next best thing. 
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Further research is needed before any official actions (i.e. legal, ethical) are taken on this 

issue. 

In summary, participants were "somewhat comfortable" with psychologists as one 

of the major decision makers in access to assisted-suicide. Participants were "somewhat 

uncomfortable" with psychologists as a therapist and an assisted-suicide evaluator for a 

patient contemplating potentially rational suicide. A few participants expressed concem 

for a dual role relationship in this situation. Future research is needed to determine the 

advantages and disadvantages of the psychologists acting as therapist and assisted-suicide 

evaluator. 

Predicting Participation 

Hypothesis X explored the relationships between participants' willingness to 

participate or not participate, in the assisted-suicide assessment process, and their 

importance ratings of three factors. Participants rated the importance of laws, ethical 

codes, and personal values in their decision process conceming participation. Importance 

ratings were based on a 5-point Likert scale from 1, "Not at all," to 5, "Extremely." A 

logistic regression analysis indicated that participants' importance ratings of laws 

significantly predicted their choice to participate in the assisted suicide assessment 

process. Specifically, the more important participants rated laws, the more likely they 

were to participate in an assisted-suicide assessment. 

Unlike the importance ratings of laws, those of personal values and ethical 

standards did not significantly predict participants' willingness to participate in assisted 
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suicide assessment. However, laws actually had the lowest mean importance rating (3.49) 

of the three factors. Although not significantiy different, the mean importance rating of 

ethical standards was the highest (4.21). Perhaps the slightly higher, although non

significant, importance rating of ethical standards reflects social desirability. Also, ethical 

standards may be rated slightly higher due to the greater specificity of ethics, to 

psychologists' concems, compared to laws. 

Laws may have been the most predictive of assessment participation due to the 

clear support of assisted-suicide under Oregon law. Unlike the Oregon law, the ethical 

standards of the American Psychological Association regarding assisted-suicide are 

ambiguous (Werth, 1999). Recommendations for consideration of personal values, in the 

assisted-suicide assessment process, appear somewhat inconsistent. Consideration of 

personal values is strongly recommended by some researchers when considering 

professional participation in assisted-suicide (Bongar, 2002; DiPasquale & Gluck, 2001; 

Jamison, S., 1997; Werth & Gordon, 1998). However, the APA (1997) strongly 

discourages allowing personal values to influence the actual assisted-suicide assessment 

process with a patient. Therefore, consideration of ethical standards and personal values, 

in the assisted-suicide assessment process, is less clear than that of the law in Oregon. 

Subsequently, the importance ratings of laws may be more clearly predictive of 

participation in assisted-suicide assessment. 

Although, they were not all predictive, the mean ratings of laws, personal values, 

and ethical standards were at least "somewhat" important. These ratings are consistent 
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with recommendations by DiPasquale and Gluck (2001), Kleespies (2004), Werth (1999), 

Werth and Gordon (1998), and Werth and Liddle (1994). The preceding authors, and the 

current author, recommend that laws, personal values, and ethical standards be considered 

in assisted-suicide assessment participation. Psychologists should be aware of existing 

laws and ethical standards regarding assisted-suicide. They should also be aware of then 

own personal values, and biases, in the area of assisted-suicide. Mental health 

professionals can then clearly communicate to a patient their chosen role in the assisted-

suicide assessment process (Kleespies). 

In addition to rating the importance of laws, personal values, and ethical 

standards, participants also had the option of suggesting and rating an addhional factor. 

The most frequently mentioned additional factor was categorized as training/competence. 

The importance of fraining/competence in assisted-suicide assessment is affirmed by 

Fenn and Ganzini (1999) and Rosenfeld (2004). Fenn and Ganzini found that one-third of 

Oregon psychologists saw assisted-suicide assessment as outside their competence. A 

clear program of fraining, to establish competence, would seem difficult to institute in 

light of the fact that no professional standards have yet been established for this area 

(Neimeyer, 2000). Rosenfeld (2004) criticizes the lack of standardized training for 

assisted-suicide assessment and competency assessment in general. Rosenfeld (2004) 

further calls for the establishment of formal training for such assessments especially since 

other medical professionals also lack this training. Although some training 
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recommendations are available for work with suicidal patients (Neimeyer, 2000), fiiture 

research into this training would be beneficial. 

Neimeyer (2000) specifically recommends that graduate programs offer academic 

fraining, along with elements of experiential leaming, in the area of hastened death. He 

further recommends that this training allow for personal exploration on the part of the 

students. A formal course, including some in vivo exposure to aspects of the dying 

process, is also strongly recommended by the current author. A formalized approach to 

leaming about death and dying seems necessary given that death is generally considered a 

taboo subject and most people die out of sight in hospitals (Benoliel & Degner, 1995). 

People do not have many opportunities to leam about the dying process or ways of coping 

with dying in modem society. Though it is very important to leam more about the area of 

hastened death, it is also important to leam ways to better help people who do not choose 

assisted-suicide. Therefore, a graduate level course in death and dying, including issues of 

hastened death, is strongly recommended. 

In summary, importance ratings of laws predicted participants' willingness to 

participate in assisted-suicide assessment. Although ethical standards and personal values 

were not predictive, they were similar to laws in their average importance rating. All three 

factors were considered at least "somewhaf important on average. It is important for 

psychologists to be aware of all three factors so they can clearly communicate their role in 

a case of assisted-suicide. In addhion to the above three factors, a number of participants 

listed fraining/competence as an important factor in decisions to participate in assisted-
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suicide assessment. Further research is needed to establish standards for assisted-suicide 

assessment and subsequently training in this area. 

Work Setting Impact 

Hypothesis XI, addressed possible relationships between working in a medical 

versus non-medical setting and participants' choices of assessment instmments and views 

on consultation. T-tests did not find any significant differences in choice of assessment 

instmments or views on consultation between participants working in medical versus 

non-medical settings. However, these tests were extremely limhed in power by a small 

sample size of participants working in a medical setting. Future researchers may wish to 

explore this hypothesis with a larger sample size. 

Intuitively, it seems reasonable to consider differences, in assessment and 

consultation, between psychologists working in medical versus non-medical settings. 

However, other factors in assisted-suicide assessment have failed to show variations 

among psychologists with different work experiences. Fenn and Ganzini (1999) found 

that experience with the terminally-ill did not influence Oregon psychologists' views on 

assisted-suicide. However, a lack of experience, with the terminally-ill, was related to 

psychologists' refiisal to participate in assisted-suicide assessment (Fenn & Ganzini). 

Future research seems needed to illuminate any variations, in views or practices, among 

psychologists in different work settings. Psychologists' views or practices in the area of 

assisted-suicide may vary within as well as between medical and non-medical settings. 

For example, within a medical setting, the assessments used by psychologists who work 
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on multidisciplinary teams (Kleespies, 2004) may differ from those used by more 

independently functioning psychologists. 

In summary, there were no relationships foimd between participants working in 

medical versus non-medical settings and their choices of assessment instruments or their 

views on consultation. However, the sample of participants working in a medical setting 

was small. Further research is recommended to highlight any variations, in assisted-

suicide views or practices, among psychologists in different work settings. 

Summary 

In general, participants in the current study lacked awareness of recommendations 

for assisted-suicide assessment. Participants particularly lacked awareness of specific 

instruments, recommended by Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) and Werth and 

Holdwick (2000), for this assessment. Generally, less than half of participants indicated 

recommended instmments. For the categories of hopelessness and depression assessment, 

a non-recommended instrument was mentioned more frequently than a recommended 

instrument. For example, the Beck Hopelessness Scale was surpassed by the Beck 

Depression Inventory as an instmment participants would use to assess for hopelessness 

in the terminally-ill. Also, the MMPI, a non-recommended instmment, was mentioned by 

a majority of participants for depression assessment. Finally, the McArthur Competency 

Assessment Tool-Treatment, which has been specifically mentioned by muhiple authors 

for assisted-suicide assessment, was not mentioned by any participants. 
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Participants' inconsistency with recommendations for assisted-suicide assessment 

is especially conceming in light of their infrequent mention of consultation and referral. 

Five or fewer participants mentioned consultation and/or referral in response to each of 

three questions regarding instruments. Additionally, only 47.8% of participants indicated 

they were willing to participate in an assisted-suicide assessment. This leaves 

approximately half of the participants failing to indicating consultation and/or referral as 

an altemative for their unwillingness to participate in assisted-suicide assessment. 

Participants were also inconsistent with recommendations regarding Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD) in patients applying for assisted suicide. Werth, Benjamin, 

and Farrenkopf (2000), recommend that psychologists assume a terminally-ill patient has 

the capacity for rational decision making even if he or she has a history of mental 

disorder. Confrary to this recommendation, a majority of participants would initially 

assume incapacity if a patient had a history of MDD. 

hi assessing for MDD, with a patient applying for assisted-suicide, participants 

indicated they would emphasize suicidal ideation along with other psychological criteria. 

This is contrary to the recommendation of Rosenfeld (2000) for assisted-suicide 

assessment. Rosenfeld pointed out that h is inappropriate circular reasoning to use 

suicidal ideation to diagnose depression in a terminally-ill patient who is contemplating 

potentiaUy rational suicide. Clearty, increased awareness of recommendations, for 

assisted-suicide assessment, is needed. 
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Sfrengths and Limitations 

The current study has several notable strengths and limitations. One of the 

qualitative strengths of the study was the real worid sample. The study surveyed licensed 

Oregon psychologists living in the state of Oregon. These are currently the only 

psychologists in the United States who could be faced with a request for legal assisted-

suicide. Therefore, they were chosen for this study on assisted-suicide assessment. 

Another strength of the current study is the collection of qualitative and 

quantitative data. The collection of both qualitative and quantitative data seems 

characteristic of the current level of research in the area of hastened death. Researchers 

are begiiming to transition from initially qualitative explorations to more quantitative 

examinations of assisted-suicide issues. An additional strength of the current study was 

the use of a second rater in analyzing qualitative data. 

Several more specific strengths of this study include the division of hopelessness 

from depression and directly addressing capacity assumptions. Given that hopelessness 

has emerged from depression as a distinct factor influencing desire for hastened death 

(Ganzini, Silveira, & Johnston, 2002; Jones, Huggins, Rydall, & Rodin, 2003), h is 

important to examine depression and hopelessness separately. With regards to capacity 

assumptions, researchers have recommended that mental health professionals begin with 

the assumption that a patient, applying for assisted-suicide, has the capacity to make this 

decision (Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf, 2000) However, few researchers seem to 

have reported on psychologists' responses to direct questioning on this topic. In the 
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current study, participants were directiy asked about their capacity assumptions as well as 

the impact of a patient history of MDD on their assumptions. The resuhs of this direct 

questioning, in the context of assisted-suicide, were quite interesting. 

The primary limitation of the current study involved a small sample size. Of the 

500 distributed questiormaires, 75 were completed by participants. This results in a retum 

rate of 15%. With this small sample size, the detection of significant relationships or 

differences in some of the analyses was extremely restricted. This was especially tme for 

the hypotheses regarding Catholic identification and work setting impact. Additionally, 

the small sample size and the specificity of the sample to Oregon psychologists limited 

generalizability. It is questionable whether the results of this study can be generalized to 

psychologists practicing both in and outside the state of Oregon. 

The reasons for the low response rate to this survey are unclear. It is possible, as at 

least one participant implied, that Oregon psychologists have been over-surveyed on the 

issue of assisted-suicide. It makes sense that Oregon psychologists would be a primary 

target population for research on the issue of assisted-suicide since Oregon is the only 

state with the assisted-suicide law. Participants may not have responded to the current 

survey due to having recently responded to other surveys on the topic. 

A more specific limitation of this study is the order of survey questions. As 

previously mentioned, variation in the order of questions regarding MDD criteria could 

have provided a more balanced number of responses to each question. Without varying 

the order of questions, more participants responded to the first MDD question than to the 
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second question. Variation in the order of assessment issues (i.e. hopelessness, 

depression, and competency) and considerations (i.e. ethical standards, laws, and personal 

values) may also have been beneficial. 

Future Research 

Further research in the area of hastened death is clearly needed for the benefit of 

terminally-ill patients and the practitioners who choose to work them. An abundance of 

research topics are waiting to be investigated in the newly developing area of hastened 

death. One of the major focuses for fiiture research should be the development of more 

specific guidelines for assisted-suicide assessment. This includes the development, 

validation, and dissemination of instmments to assess depression, hopelessness, and 

competency in the terminally-ill. 

Further research is needed into the diagnosis and freatment of depression in the 

termhially-ill. Any differences between depression in terminally-ill and non-terminally ill 

patients need to be illuminated. Clarification is needed in the meanings of depression 

criteria for terminally-ill patients. For example, it may be more appropriate to define the 

MDD criteria of suicidal ideation as desire for hastened death in the terminally-ill. 

Further research is needed into the meaning of patients' expressions of desire for hastened 

death. Any differences in MDD criteria meanings should be considered by researchers in 

the constmction of diagnostic instruments and the treatment of depression in terminally-

ill patients. 
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Like desire for hastened death, the meaning of hopelessness in terminally-ill 

patients also needs further research. Researchers should explore any interactions of 

hopelessness with desire for hastened death and coping in the terminally-ill. Additionally, 

psychologists' awareness of differences in hopelessness, as well as depression, between 

the terminally-ill and non-terminally-ill needs to be monitored through research. Research 

should also fiirther investigate ways of assessing hopelessness in the terminally-ill. 

The most appropriate means of assessing competency in the terminally-ill should 

be a topic for future research. This should include use of instmments such as the 

MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment. Any interactions among 

competency, hopelessness, and depression should also be explored. Future research 

should monitor psychologists' training in assessment as well as therapeutic work with the 

terminally-ill. 

Several other issues for future research include the impact on patient care of 

psychologists' engagement in various roles with the terminally-ill and their families. 

Additionally, the impact on patient care of different health professionals' perceptions of 

consultation should also be explored. 

Finally, psychologists' consideration, of laws, personal values, and ethical 

standards, should be further explored in their work with patients contemplating 

potentially rational suicide. The current sttidy points researchers in the direction of 

psychologists' consideration of laws. Specifically, it may be beneficial to further explore 
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the ability of importance ratings of laws to predict psychologists' willingness to 

participate in an assisted-suicide assessment. 

Conclusion 

The current study highlights the need for future research as well as awareness of 

current developments in the area of assisted-suicide. Generally, less than half of 

participants indicated assessments, for depression, hopelessness, and competency, that 

have been recommended for use in assisted-suicide. Participants also frequentiy 

mentioned non-recommended instmments including the use of depression instmments to 

assess for hopelessness. Clearly awareness of existing guidelines, as well as development 

of professional standards, is needed in the area of assisted-suicide. 

Participants are clearly showing variations in their assessment of depression in the 

terminally-ill. Participants appeared almost equally divided in their emphasis of 

psychological over physical criteria in depression assessment with the terminally-ill. The 

impact of a patient's age on this differential emphasis remains unclear. A past diagnosis 

of depression, in a patient applying for assisted-suicide, definitely changed psychologists' 

initial assumptions about the patient's capacity to make such a decision. The majority of 

participants, who initially assumed patient capacity, changed this assumption in light of a 

patient history of MDD. Psychologists should be aware of factors influencing their 

assessment of depression and their inhial assumptions regarding a patient applying for 

assisted-suicide. 
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Psychologists should also be aware of their assumptions about consultation 

between a physician and a psychologist in the case of a patient applying for assisted-

suicide. The majority of participants seemed to believe that physicians find then 

recommendations less tiian or equal to "Very" important in the case of assisted-suicide. 

This was significantiy lower than the participants' personal beliefs about the importance 

of psychological consultation with physicians. Psychologists are encouraged to determine 

physicians' receptivity to psychological consultation on an individual basis instead of 

making a general assumption about all physicians. 

Finally, importance ratings of laws, and not personal values or ethical standards, 

predicted participants' willingness to participate in assisted-suicide assessment. Although 

ethical standards and personal values were not predictive, they were similar to laws in 

their average rating of at least "somewhat" important. As with their consultation 

assumptions, it is important for psychologists to be aware of their views on laws, personal 

values, and ethical standards in assisted-suicide. With this self-awareness, psychologists 

are encouraged to communicate to patients their chosen role in the assisted-suicide 

process. 

Assisted-suicide and death in general are not subjects about which people like to 

think. However, if we do not examine death and dying, we cannot hope to improve 

coping or decrease psychological suffering in terminally-ill patients. Most people chose to 

face the entire dying process instead of using assisted-suicide. Through research and work 
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with the terminally-ill, whether or not this involves assisted-suicide, psychologists may be 

able to at least decrease suffering in the inevitable process of dying. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

RETURN BY DATE 
Please indicate your responses to the following items by marking a given response and/or 
by writing in your answer. If you do not wish to answer a question, please proceed to the 
next item. Remember, your responses will remain confidential. 

Gender: F M Highest degree earned in a mental health field: Years since graduation: 

Current work setting: Medical Non-medical Professional specialty(ies): 

Ethnic/minority groups with which you Identify; 
African-American Anglo (white) Asian-American 

Hispanic Native American Other: 

Religious groups with which you Identify; 
Agnostic/Atheist Buddhist Catholic Jewish Muslim 

Protestant Spiritual (but not religious) Other; 
How frequently do you attend an organized church of some kind? 

At least once a week At least once a month Several times a year Rarely or never 

Please list the Instruments you would use to assess hopelessness, depression, and competency in 
patients who are contemplating potentially rational suicide. Include any pros or cons you see in 
utilizing these Instruments. 
Hopelessness: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Depression: 

Competency: 

Please explain any modifications, omissions, or reinterpretations you would make to 
instruments In the assessment of patients contemplating potentially rational suicide. 
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In assessing for the DSM-IV diagnosis Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), in a young adult (18-64) 
patient contemplating potentially rational suicide, would you emphasize some criteria over others? 

No Yes, please indicate which criteria you would emphasize more or less. 
More; 

Less; 

If the patient being assessed was Identical in every way except for being elderly (65+), would 
your response to the above differ? N̂o Yes, please indicate which criteria you would 

more/less emphasize: 
More; 

Less; 

Would you participate In the assisted-suicide assessment of a patient contemplating potentially 
rational suicide? (Respond to the subsequent Likert scale items regardless of your no/yes answer) 

N̂o Ŷes 
Please indicate the importance of the following considerations in your decision to participate 
or not participate in the assisted-suicide assessment of a patient contemplating potentially 
rational suicide. 

Ethical Standards: 

Laws; 

Personal Values; 

Other: 

Not at all 
1 

1 

1 

1 

A little 
2 

2 

2 

2 

Somewhat 
3 

3 

3 

3 

Very 
4 

4 

4 

4 

Extremely 
5 

5 

5 

5 

In assessing a patient applying for assisted-suicide, would you begin with the assumption that the 
patient does not have or has the capacity for a rational decision-making process? 

Does not have Has, Would a patient history of MDD change your initial assumption? ^No Yes 

How many patients have you treated who have contemplated potentially rational suicide? 

Please indicate the importance of consultation between a physician and a mental health professional 
in the assessment of a patient applying for assisted suicide. 
Not at all A little Somewhat Very Extremely 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Please indicate the importance you believe a physician would place on your recommendations as a 
mental health professional in the assessment of a patient applying for assisted suicide. 
Not at all A little Somewhat Very Extremely 

1 2 3 4 5 

How comfortable are you with the role of psychologists as one of the major decision makers for 
patients' access to assisted suicide? 
Very Uncomfortable Somewhat Uncomfortable Neutral Somewhat Comfortable Very Comfortable 

1 2 3 4 5 

How comfortable would you be with a psychologist acting as both a therapist and an assisted-suicide 
evaluator for a patient contemplating potentially rational suicide? 
Very Uncomfortable Somewhat Uncomfortable Neutral Somewhat Comfortable Very Comfortable 

1 2 3 4 5 
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APPENDIX B 

CONSENT FORM 

1 hereby give my consent to participate in the study enthled "Psychologists' Views on 
Rational Suicide Assessment of the Terminally-Ill". 1 understand that 1 will be asked to 
fill out a questionnaire including background items and questions related to rational 
suicide issues. I understand that 15 minutes is the estimated completion time of the 
questionnaire. I understand that my participation in this study is completely voluntary, 
and that I may withdraw at any time without penalty. The information obtained from the 
questionnaire will be kept confidential and will be immediately separated from this 
consent form upon receipt to ensure anonymity. The information will be used only by the 
research investigators for research purposes. Any anticipated risks are minimal. 

Steven Richards, Ph.D. (806-742-3711, x 254) and AUegro Johnson, M.A. (806-744-
9655), Psychology Department, Texas Tech University have agreed to answer any 
questions I may have conceming the study's procedures. I understand that the Texas Tech 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects has approved this 
study. The Texas Tech IRB may be contacted at the Office of Research Services, Texas 
Tech University, Lubbock, TX 79409, or (806) 742-3884. 

If this research study should cause any injury to hs participants, treatment is not 
necessarily available at Texas Tech University, nor is there necessarily any insurance 
carried by Texas Tech or hs personnel that is applicable to cover any such injury. 
Financial compensation for any such injury must be provided through the participant's 
own insurance program. Further information about these matters may be obtained from 
Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, Vice Provost for Research, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX 
79409-1035. Dr. Sweazy may be contacted by phone at 806-742-3884. 

Participant's Name (PRINT) ^ 

Participant's Signature Date 
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APPENDIX C 

COVER LETTER 

Date 

Dear Psychology Practitioner, 

We are conducting a brief questionnaire study regarding "rational suicide." There 
are a broad array of clinical, etiiical, legal, practical, and professional issues facing 
psychology practhioners who deal with this issue in the state of Oregon. To our 
knowledge, Oregon remains the only state in the U.S. to legalize assisted-suicide, a 
specific category of rational suicide. 

Werth and Cobia (Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior, Summer, 1995, 
Volume 25 [#2], page 238) indicate that the criteria for "rational suicide." in a patient 
contemplating this issue, include the following: 

"1. The person considering suicide has an unremitting 'hopeless' condition. 
Hopeless conditions include, but are not necessarily limited to, terminal illnesses, severe 
physical and/or psychological pain, physically or mentally debilitating and/or 
deteriorating conditions, or quality of life no longer acceptable to the individual. 2. The 
person makes the decision as a free choice... 3. The person has engaged in a sound 
decision-making process " [p. 238]. 

Please answer this confidential questionnaire and return it to us, along with 
the signed consent form, in the postage-paid return envelope. We estimate that it will 
take you 15 minutes to complete this questionnaire. Include any additional comments on 
a separate page. PLEASE RETURN BY DATE. This important and complex issue 
deserves uivestigation with psychology practitioners, and that is what we are doing. This 
investigation is also serving as Ms. Johnson's doctoral dissertation. The Texas Tech 
University IRB and Ms. Johnson's dissertation committee have approved this study, and 
your individual responses will be kept confidential. We greatly appreciate your 
completion of this questionnaire and your help with this study. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 
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Allegro Johnson, M.A. Steven Richards, Ph.D. 
Doctoral Candidate in Counseling Psychology Professor of Psychology 
Phone: (806) 744-9655 Phone: (806) 742-3711, x 254 
E-mail: allegroli@aol.com E-mail: steven.richardsfa)ttu.edu 

Enclosures (consent form, questionnaire, and postage-paid retum envelope) 
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APPENDIX D 

EXPANDED LITERATURE REVIEW 

Views of suicide have changed over time (Jamison, K. R.,1999) beginning with 

suicide being considered both a crime and a sin. Although h is no longer considered a 

crime in Westem cultures, suicide was not officially decriminalized in tiie British Isles 

until the last half of the twentieth century. Suicide is still considered a sin by some 

religions, however, the bodies of those who commh suicide are no longer treated 

violently or left isolated. 

Authors in the 1600's began to indicate that suicide may be justifiable in some 

cases (as cited in Jamison, K. R., 1999). This justification seemed to be aimed at better 

treatment of the deceased after death. Today, however, the justification of suicide is being 

examined before death, specifically among the terminally-ill. Contemplation of suicide 

among the terminally-ill is being distinguished from suicidal ideation in the mentally ill. 

This distinction is encouraged through the use of terms such as "hastened death" and 

"assisted-suicide," instead of "suicide," with the terminally-ill. 

The need for research on assisted-suicide or hastened death has become urgent 

since the legalization of Oregon's Death with Dignity Act in 1994 (Oregon Right to Die). 

This act allows physicians to prescribe a lethal dose of medication to patients who have 

qualified under the law for assisted-suicide. As part of the qualification process, 

physicians may refer the terminally-ill patient to a mental health professional for 
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evaluation. This evaluation is mainly to determine the capacity of the patient for rational 

decision-making. To date empirically supported guidelines for this psychological 

evaluation have been lacking in specificity and standardization. 

The assessment of patients contemplating rational suicide or hastened death 

represents a new area of research which is being examined from various perspectives 

such as legal, medical, and mental health perspectives. The potential roles of mental 

health professionals in this area are in the process of being defined, therefore many 

clinical, etiiical, legal, practical, and professional questions remain unanswered. 

Research conceming the issue of rational suicide has demonsfrated a relationship 

between depression and desire for hastened death. Researchers have recommended 

research into the assessment of depression, the interpretation of hopelessness, as well as 

the assessment of competency in terminally-ill patients considering hastened death. 

The following review is divided into six sections. The first section, entitled 

Suicide Reviews, provides summaries of the literature on rational and irrational suicide 

with an emphasis on factors influencing attitudes toward suicide. The second section, 

entitled Rational Suicide Assessment Criteria, makes general recommendations for the 

assessment of patients contemplating rational suicide. This section also highlights 

specific areas, such as depression assessment, needing further research. The third section, 

entitied Hopelessness, discusses the need to reinterpret hopelessness, under or apart from 

depression, in the case of rational suicide. The fourth section, entitied Depression 

Assessment Criteria, discusses various interpretations of depression as related to desire 
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for hastened death. The fifth section, entitied Guidelines for Depression Assessment. 

provides guidelines to mental health professionals for the assessment of patients 

contemplating hastened death. These guidelines include distinctions among various 

patient affective states which resemble depression. The sixth section, entitled Legal. 

Ethical, and Personal Views of Assisted-Suicide. discusses the ambiguity of 

recommendations to various mental health professionals regarding legal, ethical, and 

personal value considerations. Views of assisted-suicide are also explored within a group 

of licensed Oregon psychologists. 

Suicide Reviews 

Westefeld et al. (2000) provide an overview of suicidology and applications to 

counseling psychology. The authors begin with multidisciplinary models of suicidal 

behavior which have not yet been used to guide research. These models include 

Blumenthal's and Kupfer's Overlap Model; Jacobs et al.s' Three Element Model; Stillion 

et al.s' Suicide Trajectory Model; and Shneidman's Cubic Model (as cited in Westefeld et 

al.). 

Westefeld et al. (2000) discuss empirically determined suicide risk factors in the 

areas of personality, cogmtion, environment, alcohol/dmg use, behavior, and physical 

illness. Demographic and group risk factors, such as age, gender, ethnicity, and sexual 

orientation, are also discussed. 

Suggestions for changes in research methodology are offered by Westefeld et al. 

(2000). For example, they suggest that a single definition of suicidality would help with 
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generalizability of results. They also assert that suicidality assessment instruments should 

be designed according to the question being researched. Specific personality and suicide 

measures are recommended to assess a client's potential for suicide. Personality measures 

include the Hopelessness Scale (Beck, Weissman, Lester, 8c Texler, 1974); tiie Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Inventory (Hathaway & McKinley, 1942, 1989); and the Beck 

Depression Inventory (Beck & Steer, 1987; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996). The suicide 

questionnaires include Beck et al.s' Scale for Suicide Ideation; Miller et al.s' Modified 

Scale for Suicide Ideation; Beck et al.s' Self-Rated Scale for Suicide Ideation; Rudd's 

Suicidal Ideation Scale; Coles' and Linehan's Suicide Behaviors Questionnaire; Linehan 

et al.s' Reasons for Living Inventory; Westefeld et al.s' College Student Reasons for 

Living Inventory; Ivanoff et al.s' Brief Reasons for Living Inventory; Cull's and Gill's 

Suicide Probability Scale; Reynolds' Suicidal Ideation Questionnaire; Orbach et al.s' 

Multiattitude Suicide Tendency Scale; Orbach et al.s' Fairy Tales Test; Jobes et al.s' 

Suicide Status Form; and Neimeyer's and Maclnnes' Suicide Intervention Response 

Inventory (as cited in Westefeld et al., 2000). 

Westefeld et al. (2000) end their article by discussing intervention, prevention, 

postvention, and training in work with suicidal clients. Recommended intervention 

sfrategies range from confracts, and increased contact with a client, to medications. 

Westefeld et al. also discuss various psychotherapeutic interventions and the need for 

outcome research with suicidal clients. Under prevention, Westefeld et al. also discuss the 

need for outcome research for education programs and crisis centers/hot lines. 
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Postvention is discussed in terms of helping survivors of a suicide with an emphasis on 

avoiding suicidal contagion. In their discussion of training, Westefeld et al. highlight 

supervision, a suicide assessment protocol, and legal and ethical issues for consideration. 

The authors conclude by discussing some controversial issues in the area of suicide and 

hastened death. For example, they discuss rational suicide and suicide prevention by 

preferred method restriction (e.g. removing guns from the home). 

Rosenfeld (2000) presented a selective review of suicide literature more specific 

to assisted-suicide. Rosenfeld (2000) begins by suggesting universal definitions for 

euthanasia and assisted-suicide without which meta-analyses are very difficult. 

Euthanasia is defined as "an action deliberately undertaken by a physician or health care 

provider with the intent of causing a patient's death" (p. 469). Assisted-suicide, on the 

other hand, is "defined as a physician providing advice, medication, or other means to 

allow a patient to choose the manner and timing of his or her death but without any direct 

administration of lethal medications of other substances" (p. 469). 

Rosenfeld (2000) discusses research on the attitudes of the general public, health 

care professionals, and medically ill patients toward assisted-suicide and euthanasia. 

Among the general public, Blendon, Szalay, and Knox (1992) have found higher rates of 

younger adults, Caucasians, Jews, and Catholics in favor of legalizing assisted-suicide or 

euthanasia compared to older adults, African-Americans, and Protestants. According to 

Blendon et al., public approval for legalizing euthanasia has also increased from 30-40% 

in the 1940s to 60-65% in the 1980s. Among health care professionals, Portenoy et al. 
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(1997) found that non-Catholics and people with weaker religious beliefs were more 

supportive of assisted-suicide than Catholics and people with stronger religious beliefs. 

Among Oregon physicians responding to a survey by Lee et al. (1996), 60% supported 

assisted-suicide legalization. However, less than 50% indicated they would provide 

prescriptions for legal assisted-suicide (Lee et al.). Rosenfeld (2000) concluded from his 

review of research with medically ill patients, that the patients' attittides toward legalizing 

assisted-suicide were similar to the general public. 

Rosenfeld (2000) reviewed several studies examining the desire for death among 

terminally-ill patients. Breitbart (1987) found that suicide and depression rates are higher 

but not especially common among the medically ill, while Marzuk et al. (1988) found 

higher suicide rates in the terminally-ill, specifically patients with HIV/AIDS. Rosenfeld, 

Breitbart, Galietta, and Krivo (1998) found that desire to hasten death can be impacted by 

depression, pain, and psychological distress. Some researchers likely used suicidal 

thoughts as a basis for diagnosing depression which does not provide an objective view of 

depression in the terminally-ill (Rosenfeld, 2000). 

Rosenfeld (2000) discusses research by Slome, Mitchell, Charlebois, Benevedes, 

and Abrams (1997) and research by Asch (1996) indicating that physicians and nurses are 

receiving and sometimes illegally complying with requests for assisted-suicide from 

terminally-ill patients. Rosenfeld (2000) points out that physicians need guidelines to 

know when to recommend a psychiatric consultation for a patient. He supports the 

requirement of longitudinally assessing patients applying for assisted-suicide. In this 
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assessment process, Rosenfeld (2000) recommends following some set of criteria which 

considers the impact of depression on the patient's decision making process. He states 

that research is needed on depression assessment and freatment with the terminally-ill. 

The preceding articles review the hterature on rational and irrational suicide with 

concem for psychological issues. The authors discuss various demographic and risk 

factors (e.g. age, depression) associated with suicide, attitudes toward assisted-suicide, 

and desire for death. Research is highlighted which indicates a majority of the public, 

physicians, and medical patients hold attitudes supportive of assisted-suicide. Various 

types of interventions and instmments are suggested for use with suicidal patients. The 

need for future research is emphasized. Particularly, research is needed on guidelines and 

criteria for assessing the irrationality and rationality of a patient's desire for suicide. A 

imiversal definition of terms such as "suicidality" and "assisted-suicide" is recommended 

to facilitate research. 

The preceding articles could have recommended examination of more 

demographic factors potentially impacting attitudes toward assisted-suicide. In the case of 

psychologists, the impact of work setting on these attitudes should also be considered. 

Specifically, psychologists working in a medical setting may differ from psychologists 

working in a non-medical setting in their views of assisted-suicide. Work settings of 

psychotherapists were reported, by Werth and Liddle (1994), in their study of attitudes 

toward suicide. However, they did not investigate the impact of work setting. 
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Contrary to Westefeld et al. (2000), physical illness should not be considered just 

another suicide risk factor in cases of terminally-ill patients contemplating rational 

suicide. These patients should be considered a separate population from irrationally 

suicidal people. In accordance with Westefeld et al. (2000), specific assessment 

instmments consistent with rational suicide research questions should be explored. 

As highlighted by Rosenfeld (2000), the apparent inconsistencies in depression 

research with the terminally-ill indicate a need for fiirther research. Also, as emphasized 

by Rosenfeld (2000), the use of suicidal thoughts in determining the presence of 

hopelessness or depression in the terminally-ill is inappropriate, circular reasoning. 

Rosenfeld (2000) appropriately calls for the empirical clarification of depression 

assessment with the terminally-ill. 

Rational Suicide Assessment Criteria 

Valente (1994) examines suicide assessment and intervention through a case study 

with an elderly person. She discusses the conclusion, of Mcintosh (1992), that the elderly 

are the age group most at risk for suicide. She also discusses research, by Steiner and 

Marcopulis (1991), indicating that the elderly have high depression rates. Valente 

emphasizes a point, made by Kivelae and Pahkala (1989), that symptoms of depression 

and suicide among the elderly are often over-looked. According to Osgood (1991), 

suicidal thoughts in the elderly may be masked by physical symptoms, and elderly 

patients may minimize emotional difficulties and report more physical problems 

(Valente). 
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Valente (1994) indicates that the elderiy may also mask suicidal thoughts with 

indirect communications. Valente (1994) highlights three types of suicide 

communications: direct verbal (e.g. " I'm going to kill myself); indirect verbal (e.g. "I 

feel defeated and hopeless"); and nonverbal communications (e.g. "[hjoarding 

medications") (p.319). 

Valente (1994) discusses the process of suicide risk assessment, especially 

recommending periodic evaluations. She recommends rating scales as secondary to 

observation and interviews. She recommends assessing for long and short-term suicide 

risk factors (e.g. low social support, hopelessness) as well as neuropsychological testing 

to help determine mental status. Valente recommends providing therapy for grief work if 

necessary and involving family members in reducing suicide risk. 

Valente (1994) provides suggestions for the assessment of rational suicide from 

various researchers. For example, Siegel (1986) advocates the following criteria: 

(1) the individual possesses a realistic assessment of his situation; (2) the mental 
processes leading to his decision to commit suicide are unimpaired by 
psychological illness or severe emotional distress, and (3) the motivational basis 
of his decision would be understandable to the majority of uninvolved observers 
from his community or social group, (p. 407) 

Valente criticizes these criteria for a lack of guidance in evaluating patients and a lack of 

consideration for suicide's effects on family members. She also recommends a series of 

questions from Battin (1991) to assess the rationality of a patient's suicide (e.g. "How 

stable is the request?"; "Has the person considered the effects of his or her suicide on 

otiiers?") (as cited in Valente, 1994, p. 329). 
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McDonald, Passik, and Coyle (2000) express concem that the assisted-suicide 

debate may interfere with patients receiving appropriate care. The authors assert that 

public opinion should be only one of the issues considered by health-care providers 

working with patients requesting hastened death. The authors encourage people to 

initially view requests for hastened death as cries for help instead of as a normal part of 

patient experience. They also emphasize the need for better pain management, as 

unrelieved pain contributes to desire for death. McDonald et al. recommend the education 

of physicians and patients with regards to pharmacological pain management and 

addiction. 

McDonald et al. (2000) cite research which indicates a significant relationship 

between depression and desire for death or positive views of assisted-suicide. They 

emphasize the need for accurate depression assessment in medical settings. McDonald et 

al. recommend de-emphasizing physical symptoms and emphasizing cognitive and 

psychological symptoms in depression and anxiety assessment. The researchers indicate 

some uncertainty in the interpretation of hopelessness in the terminally-ill, but suggest 

that it may be a symptom of abnormal depression. 

McDonald et al. (2000) discuss different issues (i.e. feeling like a burden, losing 

autonomy, feeling isolated) that may lead a patient to depression, hopelessness, and the 

contemplation of assisted-suicide. They suggest that a request for assisted-suicide may be 

a way of seeking others' input about the value of their lives. McDonald et al. make some 

recommendations for responding to a patient's request for assisted-suicide, for example. 
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"Obtain history of prior emotional problems or psychotic disorders" and "Obtain patient's 

understanding of illness and present symptoms" (p. 355). 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) begin their discussion of the rational suicide debate 

with a brief history of legal developments such as the Oregon Death with Dignity Act. 

The authors define various terms including hastened death which is defined as "the 

process by which a person speeds up tiie dying process" (p. 513). Werth and Holdwick 

discuss various concems such as depression impairing a patient's reasoning and leading 

them to request assisted-suicide; a patient feeling pressured into assisted-suicide by 

various factors; and concem for the impact of suicide on the patient's loved ones. 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) discuss the reactions of various mental health 

organizations, such as the American Psychological Association (APA), to issues 

surrounding hastened death. They cite APA recommendations for the role of 

psychologists in end-of-life decisions, such as the assessment of a patient's decision 

making process. Werth and Holdwick further suggest that psychologists could treat 

patients with disorders like depression, instmct patients in pain management techniques, 

and help patients and their loved ones through the dying process. 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) report research involving surveys of various APA 

divisions and Oregon psychologists among others. They report that 70-80% of mental 

health professionals find assisted or rational suicide acceptable and 20-40% have worked 

with patients contemplating rational suicide. Werth and Holdwick (2000) present the 

following criteria, supported by survey research, for the assessment of rational suicide: 
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The person considering suicide has an unremitting 'hopeless' condition. Hopeless 
condifrons include, but are not necessarily limited to, terminal illnesses, 
severe physical and/or psychological pain, physically or mentally 
debilitating and/or deteriorating conditions, or quality of life no longer 
acceptable to the individual. 
The person makes tiie decision as a free choice (i.e., is not pressured by others to 

choose suicide). 
The person has engaged in a sound decision-making process. This process should 

include the following: 
Consultation with a mental health professional who can make an 

assessment of mental competence (which would include the 
absence of treatable major depression) 

Nonimpulsive consideration of all alternatives 
Consideration of the congmence of the act with one's personal values 
Consideration of the impact on significant others 
Consultation with objective others (e.g., medical and religious 

professionals) and witii significant others, (p. 520) 

Werth and Holdwick call for research based on these criteria. This research would help 

determine clear guidelines for psychologists assessing patients contemplating potentially 

rational suicide. Werth and Holdwick also call for more research focusing on the 

following: terminally-ill patients and their loved ones, the impact of a patient's hastened 

death on a psychologist, experiences and attitudes of psychologists toward hastened 

death, what psychologists are doing with patients wanting to discuss hastened death, how 

psychologists are assessing patients contemplating assisted-suicide and if they are 

utilizing the criteria provided by research (Werth & Holdwick, 2000). 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) mention demographic variations, found by various 

researchers, in attitudes toward hastened death. Characteristics related to less favorable 

attitudes toward hastened death include: female, ethnic minority status, older adult, and 

strong religious beliefs as well as frequent religious service attendance (as cited in Werth 
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& Holdwick). People who show more favorable attitudes toward hastened death tend to 

be: male, European Americans, younger aduhs, and people with weaker religious beliefs 

and little religious service attendance (as cited in Werth 8c Holdwick). 

Drawing from various researchers, Werth and Holdwick (2000) provide 

recommendations for psychologists working with patients who express an interest in 

hastened death. For example, they recommend S. Jamison's (1997) proposition that 

psychologist's assess how their values might effect their work with patient's 

contemplating potentially rational suicide. The authors support the recommendation of 

Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) that psychologists assess a client's "capacity to 

form reasoned decisions about his or her health care" (p.354). Werth and Holdwick also 

refer to fiiture publications which will expand on these recommendations. 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) disagree with Westefeld et al. (2000) on instmments 

recommended for the assessment of patients who are contemplating potentially rational 

suicide. Werth and Holdwick recommend using the Schedule of Attitudes Towards 

Hastened Death (Rosenfeld et al., 1999) or the Desire for Death Rating Scale (Chochinov 

et al, 1995) to assess patients' desire for hastened death. They recommend the Beck 

Depression Inventory (Beck & Steer, 1987; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996); Schedule for 

Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (Endicott & Spitzer, 1978); Chicago Multiscale 

Depression Inventory (Nyenhuis, 1998); Reasons for Living Inventory (Linehan, 

Goodstein, Nielsen, & Chiles, 1983); and Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders 

(Spitzer et al., 1994) to assess for mood disorders such as depression. These instruments 
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are more appropriate with terminally-ill patients than the instmments recommended by 

Westefeld et al. (2000). They were constmcted for the terminally-ill and/or they allow for 

looking beyond suicidality alone (Werth & Holdwick). 

Werth and Holdwick (2000) highlight the general lack of training for 

psychologists in end-of-life issues. They suggest continuing education and various ways 

to incorporate such issues into graduate school fraining. They point out the lack of APA 

guidelines for determining competence for work in the area of hastened death. They 

suggest minimum requirements for training, such as, "2 years of general postdegree 

counseling experience and a minimum of 6 months of one-half time mental health work 

with the populations for whom the professional will act as a consultanf (Werth & 

Holdwick, 2000, p. 531). 

The preceding articles provide various general recommendations for the 

assessment of patients contemplating rational suicide. The authors initially suggest that 

requests for assisted-suicide may have various meanings and should be interpreted 

accordingly. They recommend long term assessment with interviews and certain 

instruments examining depression and desire for death. In the assessment of depression, 

the emphasis of cognitive and psychological symptoms over physical symptoms is 

recommended. However, reporting of physical symptoms instead of cognitive and 

psychological symptoms is emphasized with elderly patients. They call for fiirther 

research into the assessment of patients wanting to hasten death in order to provide 

specific guidelines and fraining recommendations for psychologists working with these 
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patients. Finally, they highlight the need to consider the impact of a patient's assisted-

suicide on the patient's loved ones. 

The importance of research on the desire for hastened death cannot be minimized. 

The importance of this issue is evident in the majority of supportive attitudes toward 

assisted-suicide (Werth & Holdwick, 2000). Also, McDonald et al. (2000) argue that 

desire for hastened death should not be accepted as normal and subsequently ignored in 

the terminally-ill (McDonald et al.). 

The need for specific criteria and guidelines in evaluating the terminally-ill is 

evident in all three of the preceding articles. Valente (1994) criticizes existing guidelines 

for being vague. Although, she endorses specific questions for assessment, Valente's 

recommendations are still imprecise. For example, assessing the stability of a patient's 

request for hastened death (Valente) requires the subjective judgment of an evaluator. The 

suicide criterion, conceming determination of justifiable motives (Valente), also requires 

subjective judgment. Like Valente, McDonald et al.'s (2000) recommendations require 

subjective judgments. Their recommendation to evaluate a patient's mental health history 

(McDonald et al.) requires subjective evaluation of the relevance of that history. Werth 

and Holdwick (2000) provide more detailed criteria for evaluating assisted-suicide 

requests, such as specifying instruments to use. However, they acknowledge that clearer 

guidelines are needed. 

Some specificity in assisted-suicide assessment is suggested by Valente (1994) 

and McDonald et al. (2000). This is evident in then suggestion that, in depression 
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assessment with the terminally-ill, emotional or cognitive symptoms should be 

emphasized over physical symptoms. However, Valente raises some uncertainty in this 

recommendation. Valente states that culture or age may be related to some patients 

reporting more physical symptoms of depression despite physical illness. Clearly, specific 

guidelines for the assessment of depression with the terminally-ill are needed. 

Valente (1994), McDonald et al. (2000), and Werth and Holdwick (2000) neglect 

to specify reinterpretations of hopelessness, as well as depression, with the terminally-ill 

population. Valente refers to hopelessness as just another risk factor for suicide. 

McDonald et al. vaguely state that hopelessness may be a sign of abnormal depression. 

Werth and Holdwick focus on defining a hopeless condition instead of the experience of 

hopelessness in those contemplating assisted-suicide. 

Hopelessness 

In an extension of hastened death and suicide review articles, by Westefeld et al. 

(2000) and Werth and Holdwick (2000), Neimeyer (2000) discusses 13 goals for 

counseling psychology training and corresponding methods of teaching. Neimeyer 

highlights the lack of formal training in work with suicidal clients and a lack of attention 

to death studies in graduate education. He discusses three training goals related to 

personal development: anxiety reduction, values clarification, and conceptual leaming. 

Examples of teaching methods recommended for addressing values clarification are 

group discussions and self-exploration exercises. Neimeyer also discusses ten training 

goals related to skills development: prevention education and outreach; consultation and 
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supervision; intervention suicide risk assessment; crisis intervention; counseling and 

psychotherapy; risk management; competency assessment; facilhation of decision 

making; postvention death notification and debriefing; and grief therapy for survivors. An 

example of a teaching method recommended for addressing competency assessment is 

educating about medical condhions relevant to the area of hastened death and suicide. 

In the area of competency assessment, Neimeyer further recommends distinctions 

between people who are suicidal and terminally-ill patients who wish to hasten their 

deaths. Issues such as hopelessness and pessimism may need to be evaluated differently 

for these two groups. For example, hopelessness and pessimism may be evaluated as 

signs of a realistic fiiture orientation instead of as cognitive distortions. Unlike Valente 

(1994) and McDonald et al. (2000), Neimeyer (2000) recommends reinterpretation of 

hopelessness with terminally-ill patients. He also provides a specific suggestion for 

reinterpretation (Neimeyer). It seems that fiirther research is needed on how mental health 

professionals are interpreting hopelessness in the case of the terminally-ill. 

Evaluating hopelessness solely as a part of depression may not be appropriate in 

the case of terminally-ill patients who wish to hasten their death. For example, Breitbart 

et al. (2000), assessed depression, hopelessness, desire for death, and other factors in 92 

terminally-ill cancer patients. Patients were administered the Hamilton Depression Rating 

Scale; Stmctured Clinical Interview for DSM-FV; Beck Hopelessness Scale; Schedule of 

Attitudes Toward Hastened Death (SAHD); Duke-University of North Carolina 

Functional Social Support Questionnaire; Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness 
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Therapy-Spirifrial Well-Being Scale; Memorial Symptom Assessment Scale; brief Pain 

Inventory; Kamofsky Performance Rating Scale; and an abbreviated version of the 

McGill Quality of Life Questionnaire. Breitbart et al. (2000) found that a depression 

diagnosis was significantly associated with desire to hasten death. Patients who were 

more hopeless and depressed indicated more items on the SAHD. The researchers found 

that hopelessness and depression were moderately correlated. Hopelessness and 

depression did not interact, but made independent contributions to the prediction of desire 

for hastened death. Through a stepwise multiple regression analysis, Breitbart et al. found 

that 51% of SAHD score variance could be accounted for by depression, hopelessness, 

physical fiinctioning, and social support. Many of the other variables, with the exceptions 

of pain and the patient's perception of social support quality, showed univariate 

correlations with SAHD scores. The lack of a relationship between SAHD scores and 

pain may not be generalizable beyond cancer patients with access to high-quality pain 

management. 

The preceding articles highlight the importance of training, teaching, and 

researching suicide and death-related issues especially hastened death in the case of a 

terminally-ill patient. The authors emphasize the need to distinguish between patients 

who are irrationally suicidal and those who are rationally wanting to hasten death. They 

also emphasize a need for clearer distinction of hopelessness and depression in their 

independent contributions to desire for hastened death. The authors encourage a 
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reinterpretation of hopelessness as a primary factor for realistic evaluations in the case of 

a terminally-ill patient contemplating hastened death. 

Unlike McDonald et al. (2000), Breitbart et al. (2000) suggest that hopelessness 

be interpreted independently of depression. Unlike Neimeyer (2000), however, Breitbart 

et al. do not suggest interpretations of hopelessness in the case of the terminally-ill. Since 

hopelessness seems to be more than an indicator of abnormal depression, fiirther research 

is needed on the ways psychologists interpret hopelessness in the terminally-ill. 

Depression Assessment Criteria 

Van Loon (1999) discusses the assessment of terminally-ill patients with a 

specific emphasis on depression and the desire to die. She asserts that, while expressions 

of a desire for death may be a common response to terminal illness, depression should not 

be considered normal for the terminally-ill and subsequently be neglected. Van Loon 

reviews some research indicating that depression and desire for death are correlated. 

Van Loon (1999) asserts that the assessment of depression in terminally-ill 

patients using the DSM-FV criteria is inappropriate. She states that physical symptoms of 

depression are sometimes indistinguishable from symptoms of a patient's terminal illness. 

Therefore, Van Loon recommends altemative criteria for depression assessment with the 

terminally-ill. For example, she refers to the following recommended criteria proposed by 

Billings and Block (1995): "excessive... feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and 

worthlessness, guilt, loss of self-esteem, and wishes to die" (p. 50). Van Loon generally 

de-emphasizes physical symptoms in these criteria. She also recommends that patients be 
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evaluated for suicide risk factors involving then history, medical status, psychosocial 

factors, and symptom chronicity. 

Van Loon (1999) provides recommendations for interventions with patients who 

are depressed, depressed and suicidal, or not depressed. With depressed patients, she first 

recommends addressing physical symptoms such as pain. She also recommends 

increasing the patient's social supports and utilizing cognitive therapy. For a terminally-ill 

patient who is depressed and suicidal, Van Loon recommends hospitalization on a 

medical floor and observation under a suicide protocol. She also suggests a no-suicide 

confract and medication supervision. 

With patients who are not depressed but express a desire to die. Van Loon (1999) 

recommends that the fimction of the patient's statement first be identified. For patients 

who are using such statements as a way of coping. Van Loon recommends normalization, 

providing opportunities for discussion, and promoting the patient's sense of control. If a 

patient's suicidal expression communicates an acceptance of death. Van Loon 

recommends spiritual consultation for the patient. Finally, if a patient is expressing a 

rational decision to hasten death. Van Loon suggests assessment of the person's decision

making process according to criteria provided by various researchers (as cited in Van 

Loon). She emphasizes the elimination of depression as a cause of an irrational decision

making process and recommends assessing the time involved in the decision-making 

process. She also suggests that service providers for the terminally-ill create protocols for 

working with terminally-ill patients who express a desire to hasten death. 
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Van Loon (1999) highlights a previously mentioned idea for the assessment of 

depression in the terminally-ill. Like Valente (1994) and McDonald et al. (2000), she 

discusses tiie need to emphasize psychological over physical symptoms. She then skips 

over any fiirther guidelines on identifying depression in the terminally-ill. She proceeds to 

make recommendations for responding to desire for death with or without depression, and 

depression alone. In order to utilize these recommendations, researchers need to fill in the 

gap that Van Loon neglected. Guidelines on identifying depression in the terminally-ill 

need to be specified. 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) focus on the issues of euthanasia and terminal 

illness under the Canadian legal system. They begin with a legal history of euthanasia and 

assisted-suicide in various covmtries including Canada. They discuss research conceming 

Canadian public attitudes toward these issues which indicated that legalization of 

euthanasia and assisted-suicide is supported by a majority of people, however, a majority 

of physicians were found to be against legalization. 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) highlight the importance of the relationship, found 

by researchers such as Chochinov et al. (1995), between depression and desire for death. 

Galbraith and Dobson also emphasize the contribution of hopelessness to suicidal 

thoughts. The authors assert the need to distinguish between abnormal depression and the 

emotions involved in terminal illness such as grief, hopelessness, and death anxiety. They 

highlight the difficulty in distinguishing physical symptoms of illness from depressive 

symptoms. They point out disagreement among psychologists about whether or not to 
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utilize physiological criteria for depression in the case of the terminally-ill (Galbraith & 

Dobson). Galbraith and Dobson review the impact of age and culture on reported 

depression symptoms. They state that elderly people and people in certain cultures tend to 

report more physical symptoms of depression instead of psychological symptoms 

(Galbraith & Dobson). 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) review various sets of criteria proposed to assess 

rationality in decisions to seek assisted-suicide. They cite criteria from the [Canadian] 

Report of the special senate committee on euthanasia and assisted-suicide (1995), Quill 

(1994), and Werth and Cobia (1995). In reviewing these criteria, Galbraith and Dobson 

emphasize the need for a mental health professional in assessing a patient's decision

making process. They also express concem about the role of a mental health professional 

as a "gatekeeper" which could create an oppositional relationship between the 

professional and the patient (as cited in Galbraith & Dobson, 2000, p. 179). Therefore, 

the authors recommend that a psychologist conducting an assessment of a patient for 

rational decision-making not be the psychologist to provide therapy to the patient. 

Galbraith and Dobson cite some general guidelines for assessing competency in a patient 

and call for more specific guidelines to assist psychologists. 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) advocate for the awareness of tiie need for 

psychologists to play a part in patients' end-of-life decisions. They state that 

psychologists may help in decisions to decline life-sustaining treatment as well has cases 

of euthanasia or assisted-suicide. They recommend that psychologists help with the 
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development of guidelines for assessment in the case of assisted-suicide. Finally, they 

generally call for more research with the terminally-ill. 

Galbraith and Dobson (2000) emphasize the importance of the psychologist's role 

in cases of assisted-suicide. In their comments on a potential "gatekeeper" role (as cited 

in Galbraith & Dobson, 2000, p. 179), the authors allude to concems about the fiiture 

roles of psychologists in assisted-suicide assessment. They specifically cite Zaubler and 

Sullivan (1996) who warn against placing psychiatrists in the mandatory role of 

competency evaluation. Therapeutic rapport and commvinication may be limited if 

patients see psychiatrists as the gatekeepers for access to assisted-suicide. 

The preceding articles emphasize the relationship between depression and 

expressions of a desire for death. Most of the authors recommend that depression in the 

terminally-ill not be neglected. They also suggest that the desire for death be interpreted 

appropriately for patients who are depressed and/or suicidal. They highlight a 

disagreement conceming the de-emphasis of physical symptoms in assessing for 

depression in the terminally-ill. The authors encourage the consideration of a patient's 

age and culture which may lead the patient to report more physical than psychological 

symptoms of depression despite terminal illness. The authors point out the need to 

distinguish between Major Depressive Disorder (APA, 1994) and emotions such as grief 

and hopelessness that are a part of experiencing terminal illness. Finally, the authors call 

for guidelines, protocols, and research into mental health work with the terminally-ill. 
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Like Valente (1994), Galbraith and Dobson (2000) reiterate the uncertain idea that 

psychological symptoms of depression need to be emphasized over physical symptoms 

with the terminally-ill. Further research on how psychologists are acttially considering 

depression criteria, with the terminally-ill, seems needed. 

Unlike Valente (1994), Galbraith and Dobson (2000) make a fiirther 

recommendation regarding depression assessment. They approach more specificity, than 

previous researchers, in their suggestion to distinguish psychotic depression from death 

anxiety, grief, and hopelessness. However, there are no guidelines for making these 

distinctions, ft seems to require the subjective judgment of a mental health professional. 

Guidelines for Depression Assessment 

Pemzzi, Canapary, and Bongar (1996) express concem over findings from various 

researchers that indicate a low capacity for non-psychiatrically trained physicians to 

diagnose depression. A study on this issue, not mentioned by Pemzzi et al., was 

conducted by Lee et al. (1996). This study was limited to Oregon physicians subsequent 

to the passage of the Oregon Death with Dignity Act (Lee et al.). Out of 2761 physicians, 

28 percent indicated "that they were not confident they could recognize depression in a 

patient who requested a prescription for a lethal dose of medication" (Lee et al., 1996, p. 

312-313). Peruzzi et al. compiled a list of possible reasons for this lack of diagnostic 

ability (e.g. inadequate training in depression diagnosis within medical education). 

Pemzzi et al. emphasize the importance of this diagnostic issue by highlighting research 
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indicating a connection between depression and suicide. For example, Isometsa et al. 

(1994) found that suicide frequentiy/o//ow5 a recent visit to the physician. 

Peruzzi et al. (1996) indicate a lack of research supporting physician use of 

available guidelines for diagnosing depression. The authors cite research by Duberstein et 

al. (1995) indicating an increase in referrals to mental health professionals when 

physicians receive greater training in depression and suicide. Findings by Lo (1995), 

however, indicate that when physicians do have consultant feedback available, they often 

do not pay attention to the recommendations. 

Pemzzi et al. (1996) argue for the required involvement of mental health 

professionals in end-of-life decisions. They discuss the complexity of competency 

assessment, such as, determining decision making capacity in the presence of a mood 

disorder. Pemzzi et al. recommend a more expanded role for mental health professionals 

in end-of-life decisions beyond competency assessment. They suggest therapeutic work 

with the dying patient and his or her significant others as well as participation on a 

professional freatment team for end-of-life decisions. They encourage discussion of end-

of-life issues with patients and evaluation of personal biases which may conflict with 

patients' end-of-life choices. Finally, the authors encourage specialty training in end-of-

life issues for mental health professionals who wish to work with dying patients and their 

families. 

Assessing for the effects of depression on decision-making seems cmcial with 

patients applying for assisted-suicide. Since a significant number of physicians lack 
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confidence in then ability to assess for depression (Lee et al., 1996), mental health 

professionals should be required to assume this role. This should especially be required in 

Oregon under the Deatii with Dignity Act. Currently, referral to a mental health 

professional, under the Oregon Death with Dignity Act, is dependent on physician referral 

(Oregon Right to Die, 1994). Requiring depression assessments by psychologists would 

be of little use, however, if physicians do not utilize their recommendations (Lo, 1995). If 

psychologists were aware of this physician neglect, perhaps they could take action to 

change this situation. The views of psychologists on physician consultation should, 

therefore, be assessed. 

Werth and Gordon (1998) review significant court cases and policy statements of 

various professional organizations conceming the issue of hastened death. For example, 

in June, 1997, the United States Supreme Court mled that assisted-suicide is not a 

constitutional right, but could be established on a state by state basis (as cited in Werth & 

Gordon). Also, the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) issued the only 

current policy statement which allows social workers to participate in hastened death 

decisions (NASW, 1994). 

Werth and Gordon (1998) next argue for the use of the broad term "hastened 

death", instead of terms like "physician-assisted-suicide" (p. 387). The term "hastened 

death" is considered to include everything from voluntary euthanasia to rational suicide to 

withdrawing/withholding treatment (Werth & Gordon, 1998, p. 387). Werth and Gordon 
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then cite research, such as Lee et al. (1996), indicating the prevalence of hastened death 

and mental health professionals' belief in rational suicide. 

Werth and Gordon (1998) provide specific recommendations to mental health 

professionals who assess the decision-making capacity of terminally-ill patients applying 

for assisted-suicide. In considering the influence of depression on capacity, the authors 

advocate distinguishing between grief or physical illness and clinical depression. 

Speciflcally, Werth and Gordon suggest that impaired self-worth is a sign of clinical 

depression and not a sign of grief or physical illness; and they maintain that guilt and 

shame, although associated with depression, would not be appropriate in a patient seeking 

to hasten death. The authors fiirther distinguish between clinically depressed people and 

those seeking hastened death through different motivations. Specifically, interpersonal or 

psychic conflict are likely motivations for a depressed person to seek death while ending 

indignity or suffering are more likely motivations for patients seeking hastened death. 

People with clinical depression and those seeking hastened death may be fiirther 

distinguished through their means of suicide. Depressed people, as opposed to the 

terminally-ill, tend to choose more immediate, violent, impulsive, and poorly planned 

means of suicide. 

Werth and Gordon (1998) provide an outline of their criteria for assisted or 

hastened dying based on criteria provided by Battin (1994), Holtby (1997), Werth (1996), 

and Werth and Cobia (1995). Werth and Gordon encourage mental health professionals to 

consider legal and ethical issues as well as their own personal beliefs and values before 
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working with patients who are considering hastened death. Finally, they emphasize the 

importance of a therapist's role in the present assessment of patients applying for 

assisted-suicide and the fiiture establishment of policy statements by mental health 

organizations. 

Like Galbraith and Dobson (2000), Werth and Gordon (1998) emphasize the 

need to distinguish grief or physical illness from clinical depression. Unlike Galbraith and 

Dobson, Werth and Gordon provide further characteristics to distinguish suicidal 

thoughts due to depression from a rational desire to hasten death. These characteristics, 

such as suicide means (Werth & Gordon), are approaching specific guidelines for 

assessing depression in the terminally-ill. It seems that instruments need to be constmcted 

and validated to allow for more objective evaluation of these characteristics. 

Psychologists' awareness of these characteristics for evaluation should be assessed. With 

more awareness, perhaps the creation of more objective evaluation instmments will be 

facilitated. 

Werth and Gordon (1998) highlight uncertainty in legal and ethical standards 

regarding a psychologists role in assisted-suicide. With regards to assisted-suicide, they 

also recommend that psychologists discuss their personal values with patients. A study by 

Werth and Liddle (1994) suggested that psychologists straggle between their personal 

values and their interpretations of ethical obligations regarding assisted-suicide. ft seems 
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that researchers should examine the impact of laws, ethical standards, and personal values 

on psychologists' roles in assisted-suicide. 

Werth, Benjamin, and Farrenkopf (2000) review the qualifications for requesting 

hastened death under the Oregon Death with Dignity Act (i.e. referral to a mental health 

professional if a psychological disorder such as depression is suspected by a physician). 

The authors express empirically supported concems that physicians are not adept at 

assessing for depression or impaired judgment, and strongly recommend consultation 

with a mental health professional in cases of requests for hastened death. Werth et al. 

advocate the presumption that a patient has capacity for reasoned decision-making. This 

presumption is supported by case law even in the presence of mental illness. For those 

assessing a patient's capacity, Werth et al. encourage focus on the decision-making 

process instead of the decision being made. 

Werth et al. (2000) draw attention to the lack of guidelines for capacity 

assessment in the Oregon Death with Dignity Act Guidebook (Haley & Lee, 1998). Court 

cases related to the right to refuse medical treatment also lack clear guidelines for 

capacity assessment (as cited in Werth et al.). Werth et al. criticize courts' vague use of a 

capacity assessment system which generally involves the following four abilities: 

communicating a choice, understanding relevant information, appreciating the nature and 

consequences of the situation, and rationally manipulating information. Werth et al. 

encourage mental health professionals to utilize clinical hterature instead of legal 

literature as a basis for their capacity assessment system. They specifically recommend 
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the MacArthur Competence Assessment Tool-Treatment (MCATT, Grisso & 

Appelbaum, 1998) which provides a more stmctured evaluation of the four abilities 

previously mentioned. However, Werth et al. emphasize that reliability and validity 

research is needed with the MCATT. Werth et al. suggest that other means of evaluating 

capacity should accompany the MCATT. 

Werth et al. (2000) provide an outiine of five guidelines for assessing whether or 

not a patient's judgment is impaired. They suggest that these guidelines could help 

establish a legal standard of care. The authors also recommend that more than a single 

meeting with the patient be utilized in following these guidelines. The guidelines for 

mental health professionals are as follows: 1) consultation with and review of records 

from a patient's previous medical and mental health service providers; 2) use of 

appropriate instruments in assessment such as the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression 

(Knesevich, Biggs, Clayton, & Ziegler, 1977; Schwab, Bialow, Clemmons, & Holzer, 

1967); the Beck Hopelessness Scale (Beck & Steer, 1988); and the Geriatric Depression 

Scale (Lesher, 1986; Scogin, 1987); 3) issues and questions to include in a clinical 

interview with the patient; 4) obtain consent to consuh with significant people in the 

patient's life; and 5) suggestions for a written evaluation of the patient which should 

include recommendations regarding the request for hastened death as well as other 

appropriate treatment interventions (Werth et al.). Werth et al. suggest that mental health 

professionals not engage in the dual roles of capacity evaluator and treatment provider 

with a patient applying for hastened death. 
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Under the third guideline, one of the suggested issues to include in a clinical 

interview is the possibility of a mood disorder (Werth et al., 2000). The guidelines 

conceming this issue are listed as follows (Werth et al.): 

Differentiate between clinical depression and adjustment disorder 
Differentiate between clinically significant symptoms and situationally 

appropriate sadness 
Differentiate between mood disorders and grief/mouming 
Assess for bipolar disorder 
Assess the impact of despair and guilt 
Assess the impact of hopelessness 
Assess for the possibility that the person's clinical depression may not make the 

person incapable 
Review the client's fears 
Determine if there is PTSD impacting the decision-making, (pp. 369-370) 

The preceding articles provide guidelines for depression assessment with patients 

considering hastened death. The authors criticize the lack of physician training in 

diagnosing depression as well as physicians' lack of referral to mental health 

professionals or use of consultant recommendations. The authors emphasize the 

importance of the mental health professional's role in working with patients who request 

hastened death, specifically in assessing patient competency and providing therapy. They 

recommend that mental health professionals avoid dual roles as a patient's therapist and 

competency assessor. In assessing competency, the authors recommend that mental health 

professionals presume the patient has capacity, even with a history of mental illness, and 

focus on his or her process of making a decision. They recommend that mental health 

professionals examine their personal values as well as legal and ethical issues conceming 

hastened death. The authors' guidelines regarding mood disorders emphasize 
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distinguishing clinical depression from other mood disorders, grief, and physical illness. 

They discuss factors, such as motivation and means of suicide, to consider in 

distinguishing depressed patients from those rationally wishing to hasten death. They also 

recommend assessing the impact of factors such as hopelessness. 

Like Galbraith and Dobson (2000) and Werth and Gordon (1998), Werth et al. 

(2000) emphasize the need to distinguish clinical depression from other mood disorders, 

grief, and physical illness. Unlike Werth and Gordon, Werth et al. do not provide specific 

guidelines for consideration of characteristics to make these distinctions. Although, 

Werth et al. recommend specific instruments to use, they do not discuss any potential 

instrument modifications or reinterpretations with the terminally-ill population. As 

previously mentioned, psychologists' awareness of these guidelines for evaluation should 

be assessed. With more awareness, perhaps the creation of more objective evaluation 

instmments will be facilitated. 

Like Pemzzi et al. (1996), Werth et al. (2000) recommend that the assessment of 

patients applying for assisted-suicide be conducted by psychologists. Research is needed 

on Werth et al.'s recommendation that these psychologists refer to clinical instead of 

legal literature. As previously suggested with research by Werth and Liddle (1994) and 

Werth and Gordon (1998), psychologists' consideration of laws, ethical standards, and 

personal values should be examined in the case of assisted-suicide. Psychologists' views 

should also be examined conceming Werth et al.'s recommendation to focus on the 

process of hastened death decision making. Philosophers of Epicums, such as Devine 
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(1979) and Rosenbaum (1986), have indicated that death is an unknown, h is debatable 

that the evaluation of a decision, with scientifically unknown consequences, should be 

based on the decision making process, h may or may not be better for society to ere on 

the side of avoiding the potential, unknown, harms of hastened death. 

Legal. Ethical, and Personal Views of Assisted-Suicide 

Werth (1999) begins with a discussion of the legal obligation for psychologists to 

try to prevent client self-harm. He refers to the 1976 case of Tarasoff v. Regents of the 

University of Califomia which established the psychologist's duty to wam a person who 

may be harmed by a client. Werth (1999) emphasizes that duty to wam does not apply to 

clients who may harm themselves. The Tarasoff case gave no specific measures to be 

imdertaken in accordance with duty to wam. They indicated that a mental health 

professional should do what is reasonable to protect clients from harm. This would 

include breaking confidentiality which is not required but is permitted for client's at risk 

of self-harm. Another reasonable action for a mental health professional to take could be 

involvmtary commitment. Involuntary commitment, in most states, requires the 

assumption of mental illness as the cause of a client's suicidality. Once again, 

commitment is not required for a client contemplating hastened death. 

Werth (1999) next discusses the ethics codes and other statements of various 

professional organizations. When the U.S. Supreme Court decided to hear two assisted-

suicide cases, the American Counseling Association (ACA) signed onto an amicus curiae 

brief. Through this brief they asserted their support of client self-determination and the 
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role of mental health professionals in assisted-suicide. The ACA permits discussion of 

hastened death with clients. However, uncertainty of counselor behavior enters when the 

ACA ethics code is considered. Werth (1999) asserts tiiat this ethics code is ambivalent as 

to the requirement of counselors to try to prevent client self-harm. He states that 

counselors may not have to break confidentiality if clients intentions to harm themselves 

do not yet qualify as imminent. He suggests that counselors may clarify their position to 

clients through their initial explanation of confidentiality limhs. He expresses a negative 

view of using this explanation to discourage clients from talking about hastened death; 

and, thereby, prevent the counselor from having to decide on breaking confidentiality. 

Werth (1999) next discusses the American Psychiatric Association which forbids 

psychiatrists from participation in assisted-suicide. He states that the American 

Psychiatric Association signed an amicus brief urging the supreme court to act against 

assisted-suicide. Some psychiatrists criticized this position. When Werth (1999) 

examined the American Psychiatric Association's ethics code, he found that it seems to 

give psychiatrists the option of breaking or not breaking confidentiality in the case of 

potential client self-harm. 

Werth (1999) discusses the neutral position of the American Psychological 

Association (APA) with regards to assisted-suicide. He highlights recommendations, 

made by an APA working group, for work with clients contemplating hastened death. 

One recommendation is that psychologists' personal beliefs should be kept out of work 

with these clients. Another recommendation for the role of psychologists in assisted-
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suicide is "Don't allow physicians to affix a mental illness diagnosis if inappropriate" 

(Werth, 1999, p. 169). Like the American Psychiatric Association the APA seems to give 

psychologists the option of breaking or not breaking confidentiality in the case of 

potential client self-harm. 

Werth (1999) discusses the National Association of Social Worker's (NASW) 

policy statement on end-of-life decision making. Through this as yet unique policy, the 

NASW makes recommendations for social workers involved in assisted-suicide cases. 

For example, they encourage social workers to increase awareness of client end-of-life 

options. They assert that social workers may choose how to act in assisted-suicide cases 

according to their personal values. Werth (1999) highlights uncertainty with the policy 

statement due to the NASW ethics code. The code directs social workers to break 

confidentiality to report the risk of harm to a client or others in accordance with the law. 

According to Werth (1999), breaking confidentiality, therefore, seems expected but not 

requfred by the NASW. 

Werth (1999) makes recommendations to the preceding organizations conceming 

their ethics codes. He asks that they explicitiy allow the option of breaking or not 

breaking confidentiality in cases of hastened death requests. Another option he 

recommends involves specifying motives for self-harm (i.e. mental disorders) for which 

confidentiality should be broken. Werth (1999) further provides 18 detailed guidelines 

for professionals in the preceding organizations who may work with clients 

contemplating hastened death. Under these guidelines, Werth (1999) encourages 
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professionals to examine their personal beliefs regarding assisted-suicide. He also 

recommends that professionals consuh when their values may be affecting the evaluation 

of a client considering assisted-suicide. Another recommendation to professionals is to 

explain their professional role in assisted-suicide according to law and their interpretation 

of their organizational ethics code. Werth (1999) also recommends that professionals 

consider their understanding of their organizational ethics code and state laws when 

considering the timing of a client's hastened death. 

Werth (1999) seems unclear on mental health professionals' consideration of 

ethics codes, laws, and personal values. He seems to recommend that professionals 

examine their personal beliefs prior to work with clients desiring hastened death. 

However, he appears to wam against personal values affecting the assisted-suicide 

evaluation process. He then mentions repeatedly that professionals should utilize their 

understanding of their organizational ethics code and state laws. This would seem to 

indicate that laws and ethics codes be viewed through personal values. Research should 

examine the priority of personal values, laws, and ethics codes among mental health 

professionals considering assisted-suicide cases. 

Werth (1999) appropriately highlights the ambiguity in organizational ethics 

codes and statements regarding assisted-suicide. This ambiguity underscores the need for 

research on guidelines for professionals regarding assisted-suicide. The differences in 

organizational literature regarding assisted-suicide would seem to indicate that 

professionals should focus on assisted-suicide guidelines within their own field. This 
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seems consistent with Werth et al. (2000) encouraging mental health professionals to 

utilize clinical literafru-e instead of legal literature as a basis for their capacity assessment 

system. Organizational ambiguities also indicate that various professional populations 

may need to be considered individually by researchers. 

Fenn and Ganzini (1999) looked specifically at the assisted-suicide attitudes of 

Oregon licensed psychologists after the passage of tiie Oregon Death with Dignity Act 

(ODDA). They received 423 surveys out of 625 sent out. This sample was randomly 

selected from the Oregon Board of Psychologist Examiners' list of 846 licensed 

psychologists. The survey included the following types of items: 8 demographic, 6 open-

ended, and 51 closed-choice. 

Fenn and Ganzini (1999) found that the majority of psychologists saw suicide and 

assisted-suicide as acceptable in some situations (i.e. withholding/withdrawing medical 

treatment required to sustain life, administering high doses of medication for pain relief). 

Assisted-suicide, although accepted by the majority, showed more psychologist 

opposition than other situations. The majority of psychologists also supported the ODD A. 

A small majority favored the neutral position of professional organizations regarding 

assisted-suicide. Fenn and Ganzini identified factors (i.e. believing suicide immoral, 

younger) predicting psychologists' strong opposition to assisted-suicide. When 

comparing psychologists who supported assisted-suicide "under some circumstances" 

versus "always," the researchers found different predictors for these views (Fenn & 

Ganzini, 1999, p. 239). For example, those who "always" supported assisted-suicide 
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showed more confidence in their ability, during a single meeting, to assess for mental 

illness impacting client judgment (Fenn & Ganzini, 1999, p. 239). 

Fenn and Ganzini (1999) fovmd tiiat the majority of psychologists indicated 

assisted-suicide would be a personal consideration for them in some circumstances. The 

factors involved in psychologists' personal consideration of assisted-suicide were 

generally associated with factors psychologists found important in the evaluation of 

patients' considering assisted-suicide. Psychologists indicated the level of importance of 

various factors involved in the consideration of assisted-suicide. The greatest majority 

percentage of psychologists indicated a "very important" factor was expected pain level 

(Fenn & Ganzini, 1999, p. 238). The smallest minority percentage of psychologists 

indicating a "very important" factor was related to the wishes of the patient's family 

(Fenn & Ganzini, 1999, p. 238). 

Fenn and Ganzini (1999) found that one-third of psychologists viewed assisted-

suicide assessment as outside their competence. Of the remaining two-thirds, 

approximately one-third indicated that they would refer a client applying for assisted-

suicide. A majority of 60%) indicated they would conduct an assisted-suicide evaluation. 

Of this 60%), a majority indicated that they were "somewhat confident" in their ability to 

carry out this evaluation in a single meeting (Fenn & Ganzini, 1999, p. 241). Women in 

this group were more likely to mark "not confidenf' while men were more likely to mark 

"very confidenf in their ability to conduct a single session assessment (Fenn & Ganzhii, 

1999, p. 237). The remaining psychologists simply refused to perform an evaluation for 
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assisted-suicide. This refusal was found to be related to a likelihood of no experience 

with the terminally-ill. Overall, psychologists indicated that more contact with a client 

was related to more confidence in their assessment ability. Specifically, this assessment 

ability involved psychologists' determination of whether or not a mental disorder was 

interfering with a client's rational decision-making process. Fenn and Ganzini found that 

an overall majority of psychologists disagreed with the idea that an assisted-suicide 

request was automatically indicative of a mental disorder. 

Many psychologists, in Perm's and Ganzini's (1999) study, indicated concems 

with assisted-suicide and the Oregon Death with Dignity Act (ODDA). A minority 

indicated concems for the impact of assisted-suicide participation on the psychological 

profession. Some were concemed with the influence of psychologists' personal views on 

the assisted-suicide assessment process. Many psychologists indicated concems with the 

validity of assisted-suicide assessments and other aspects of the evaluation process. Many 

psychologists provided suggestions for improving the ODDA safeguards. For example, 

22 psychologists suggested "Mandatory psychological evaluation," and 10 psychologists 

suggested "Someone other than physician to do initial screening" (Fenn & Ganzini, 1999, 

p. 241). Fenn and Ganzini conclude that there are many questions for future researchers to 

investigate in the area of assisted-suicide. 

The preceding articles emphasize the variety of views of assisted-suicide within 

and among professional organizations. They indicate many concems related to unclear 

assisted-suicide guidelines for mental health professionals. Mental health professionals' 
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obligations, to clients considering assisted-suicide, seem dependent on subjective 

judgments. Concems emphasized in both articles involve the influence of a mental health 

professionals' personal values on the assisted-suicide assessment process and physicians' 

lack of training in mental status assessment. The articles highlight the need for explich 

organizational statements and guidelines regarding assisted-suicide assessment. Although 

there is general support for assisted-suicide and the ODDA, the preceding articles 

highlight many factors that are related to tiiis support. For example, a psychologist's age, 

gender, amount of time spent with a client, and confidence in assessment abilities. 

Like previously mentioned researchers, such as Werth and Liddle (1994), Ferm 

and Ganzini (1999) reported the work setting of their participants. Also like other 

researchers, they did not seem to examine the potential impact of this factor on attitudes 

toward assisted-suicide. Fenn and Ganzini did examine the effect of psychologists' 

experience with the terminally-ill, and their loved ones, on assisted-suicide views. This 

experience could be considered in relation to work setting. More experience with the 

terminally-ill could reasonably be expected in a medical work setting compared to a non

medical work setting. Fenn and Ganzini stated that psychologists' experience with the 

terminally-ill and their loved ones did not influence their views on assisted-suicide. 

However, they also stated that psychologists' refusal to perform an evaluation for 

assisted-suicide was related to a likelihood of no experience with the terminally-ill. This 

seems somewhat contradictory. Further research into types of work setting experiences 
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(i.e. medical versus non-medical) may help to clarify their influence on views of assisted-

suicide. 

Unlike Werth (1999), Fenn and Ganzini (1999) focus on a specific professional 

population. The views of Oregon psychologists seem especially important since Oregon is 

the only state with legal assisted-suicide. Fenn and Ganzini wrote their article after only 

one year of the ODDA in effect. Now, after four years of the ODDA being officially in 

effect, the views of Oregon psychologists should be further examined. Psychologists in 

Fenn's and Ganzini's study felt participation in the survey stimulated their thinking about 

assisted-suicide issues. Therefore, future studies should examine psychologists' 

awareness of developments in the area of assisted-suicide. Fenn and Ganzini 

appropriately indicate that many questions remain to be explored with psychologists in 

the area of assisted-suicide. 
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APPENDIX E 

POWER LIMITED ANOVAS 

Catholic Identification 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) did not support the first hypothesis. Hypothesis 

1 was stated as follows. As reviewed by Rosenfeld (2000), Catholics and those more 

active in an organized church of some kind are less accepting of assisted-suicide than 

non-Catholics and those less active in a church. Therefore, h was hypothesized that 

psychologists who are Catholics and those more active in an organized church of some 

kind would find the law less important and personal values more important, in assessing a 

patient applying for assisted-suicide, compared to non-Catholics and those less active in a 

church. The indicated importance of ethical standards was also explored. 

The first hypothesis examined the effects of Catholic identification and level of 

involvement in a church of some kind on the importance ratings of three factors: laws, 

personal values, and ethical standards. The importance of these three factors was 

considered in the assessment of a patient applying for assisted-suicide. Participants 

(«=61) rated the three factors on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (Not at all) to 5 

(Extremely) important. 

Laws 

With an alpha level of .05, the average importance rating for laws, by Catholic 

participants (n = 6), was not significantly different from the average ratmg by non-
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Cathohc participants (n = 55), F(l, 59) = 0.30,/? = .59. The mean and standard deviation 

for the Catholic participants' ratings were 3.83 and 1.33 respectively. The mean and 

standard deviation for the non-Catholic participants' ratings were 3.44 and 1.39 

respectively. The average importance rating for laws by active participants (n = 20) was 

not significantiy different from the average rating by non-active participants (« = 41), F(l, 

59) = 0.06, /? = .80. The mean and standard deviation for the active participants' ratings 

were 3.45 and 1.47 respectively. The mean and standard deviation for the non-active 

participants' ratings were 3.49 and 1.34 respectively. The interaction of Catholic 

identification and level of involvement in a church of some kind was not significant with 

regards to average importance ratings for laws F(l,59) = 0.28,/? = .60. The mean and 

standard deviation for the active Catholic participants' (n = 4) ratings were 4.00 and 1.16 

respectively. The mean and standard deviation for the non-active non-Catholic 

participants' (n = 39) ratings were 3.49 and 1.34 respectively. The mean for active 

Catholic participants is greater than the mean for non-active non-Catholic participants. 

This is confrary to the hypothesis that participants who identified as Catholic and active 

in an organized church of some kind would find the law less important, in assessing a 

patient applying for assisted-suicide, compared to participants who identified as non-

Catholic and non-active. These differences should be regarded cautiously, however, since 

they are not statistically significant. 

In summary, the importance ratings of laws, in assessing a patient applying for 

assisted-suicide, are not significantly different for participants identifying as any of the 
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following: Catholic versus non-Catholic, active versus non-active in a church of some 

kind, or active Catholic versus non-active non-Catholic. Laws were generally rated 

somewhat to very important by participants. 

Personal Values 

With an alpha level of .05, the average importance rating for personal values, by 

Catholic participants (n = 6), was not significantly different from the average rating by 

non-Cathohc participants (n = 55), F(l, 59) = 0.02,/? = .90. The mean and standard 

deviation for the Catholic participants' ratings were 3.67 and 1.51 respectively. The mean 

and standard deviation for the non-Catholic participants' ratings were 3.86 and 1.37 

respectively. The average importance rating for personal values, by active participants (n 

= 20) was not significantly different from the average rating by non-active participants (n 

= 41), F(l, 59) = 0.39,/? = .54. The mean and standard deviation for the active 

participants' ratings were 4.00 and 1.26 respectively. The mean and standard deviation 

for the non-active participants' ratings were 3.76 and 1.43 respectively. The interaction of 

Catholic identification and level of involvement in a church of some kind was not 

significant with regards to average importance ratings for personal values F(l,59) = 1.87, 

/? = .18. The mean and standard deviation for the active Catholic participants'(n = 4) 

ratings were 3.25 and 1.71 respectively. The mean and standard deviation for the non-

active non-Catholic participants' (n = 39) ratings were 3.72 and 1.45 respectively. The 

mean for active Catholic participants is less than the mean for non-active non-Catiiolic 

participants. This is contrary to the hypothesis that participants who identified as Catholic 
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and active in an organized church of some kind would find personal values more 

important, in assessing a patient applying for assisted-suicide, compared to participants 

who identified as non-Catholic and non-active. 

In summary, the importance ratings of personal values, in assessing a patient 

applying for assisted-suicide, are not significantly different for participants identifying as 

any of the following: Catholic versus non-Cathohc, active versus non-active in a church 

of some kind, or active Catholic versus non-active non-Catholic. Personal values were 

generally rated very importeint by participants. 

Ethical Standards 

With an alpha level of .05, the average importance rating for ethical standards, by 

Catholic participants (n = 6), was not significantiy different from the average rating by 

non-Catholic participants (n = 55), F(l, 59) = 1.66,/? = .20. The mean and standard 

deviation for the Catholic participants' ratings were 4.67 and 0.82 respectively. The mean 

and standard deviation for the non-Catholic participants' ratings were 4.11 and 1.08 

respectively. The average importance rating for ethical standards, by active participants {n 

= 20) was not significantiy different from the average rating by non-active participants (« 

= 41), F(l, 59) = 0.23, /? = .63. The mean and standard deviation for the active 

participants' ratings were 4.20 and 1.06 respectively. The mean and standard deviation 

for the non-active participants' ratings were 4.15 and 1.09 respectWety. The interaction of 

Catholic identification and level of involvement in a church of some kind was not 

significant with regards to average importance ratings for ethical standards F(l,59) = 
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0.28,/? = .60. The mean and standard deviation for the active Catholic participants' (n = 

4) ratings were 4.50 and 1.00 respectively. The mean and standard deviation for the non-

active non-Catholic participants' (n = 39) ratings were 4.10 and 1.10 respectively. 

In summary, the importance ratings of ethical standards, in assessing a patient applying 

for assisted-suicide, are not significantly different for participants identifying as any of 

the following: Catholic versus non-Catholic, active versus non-active in a church of some 

kind, or active Catholic versus non-active non-Catholic. Ethical standards were generally 

rated very important by participants. 

MDD Elderly vs. Non-Elderiv 

Hypothesis VII was stated as follows. As indicated by Galbraith and Dobson 

(2000), elderly people may indicate more physical symptoms of depression compared to 

psychological symptoms. Therefore, it was hypothesized that consideration of an elderly 

patient would lead mental health professionals to greater consideration of physical DSM-

FV criteria, in assessing for Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), compared to non-elderly 

patients. 

For hypothesis VII, analyses of variance (ANOVA) were performed at an alpha 

level of .05. ANOVAs did not support the main effects nor the interaction of age status 

and criteria type on indicated quantities of MDD criteria. This was tme for criteria under 

both more and less emphasis. Criteria type is defined as physical or psychological 

symptoms of MDD. Age status is defined as an elderly or a non-elderly patient. 
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The first ANOVA was conducted with participants' (« = 37) listings of 

depression criteria under more emphasis. The average number of depression criteria listed 

for patients ages 18-64 was not significantly different from the average number of 

depression criteria listed for patients ages 65+, F(\, 35) = 1.00,/? = .39. The mean and 

standard deviation of all criteria responses for patients ages 18-64 (« = 33) were 1.24 and 

1.15, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of all criteria responses for patients 

ages 65+ (n = 7) were 1.57 and 1.13, respectively. The average number of physical 

criteria listed for patients was not significantly different from the average number of 

psychological criteria listed, F(l,35) = 7.74,/? = .07. The mean and standard deviation for 

physical criteria responses (n = 33) were 0.36 and 0.65, respectively. The mean and 

standard deviation for psychological criteria responses (n = 33) were 1.21 and 1.05, 

respectively. The interaction of age status and criteria type was not significant with 

regards to the quantity of physical and psychological criteria indicated under more 

emphasis, F = 1.00, p = .39. In summary, the patient's age status and the MDD criteria 

type, did not significantly impact the quantity of criteria listed by participants under more 

emphasis. 

The second ANOVA was conducted with participants' (n = 14) listings of 

depression criteria under less emphasis. The average number of depression criteria listed 

for patients ages 18-64 was not significantiy different from the average number of 

depression criteria listed for patients ages 65+, F(l, 12) = 1.00,/? = .50. The mean and 

standard deviation of criteria for patients ages 18-64 (« = 11) were 2.00 and 1.41, 
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respectively. The mean and standard deviation of criteria for patients ages 65+ (n = 5) 

were 1.80 and 1.79, respectively. The average number of physical criteria listed for 

patients was not significantly different from the average number of psychological criteria 

listed, F(l,12) = 0.61,/? = .58. The mean and standard deviation for physical criteria 

responses (« = 14) were 1.71 and 2.13, respectively. The mean and standard deviation for 

psychological criteria responses (« = 13) were 0.54 and 0.97 respectively. The interaction 

of age status and criteria type was not significant with regards to the quantity of physical 

and psychological criteria indicated under less emphasis, F = 1.00,/? = .50. In summary, 

the patient's age status and the MDD criteria type did not significantly impact the 

quantity of criteria listed by participants under less emphasis. 
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